Request for well abandonment permits by Ahue, Keith
JCHN WAIHEE 
GOVERNOR Of HAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
REF:WL-LC 
Ms. Jennifer Perry 
c/o Kapoho Community Association 
P.O. Box 553 
Pahoa, Hawaii 96778 
Dear Ms. Perry: 
P.O. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
Request for Well Abandonment Permits 
KEITH W. AHUE, Chairperson 
ROIIRO OF lAND AND NATURAL R! SOUR US 
OEPI)Tif.S 
JOHN P_ KEPPELEA, II 
DONA l. HANAIKE 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
1\QUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Thank you for your March 15, 1993 letter requesting copies of well abandonment 
permits for KS-1, KS-2, KS-7, and the plug and abandonment permit and program for KS-8. 
Since the total number of copies requested is 10 (2 pages per document) and the fee 
per copy page is $.50, please send us a check for $5.00, payable to the Department of Land 
and Natural Resources. Upon receipt of your check, we will promptly fax the copies to you. 
Should you have any questions, please contact Mr. Manabu Tagomori of the Division 
of Water and Land Development at 587c0230. 
Very truly yours, 
~.kG---A~ 
KEITH W. AHUE 
DllED DIR. OFF. ID:808-586-2377 MAR 15'93 16:15 No.021 P.Ol 
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JOHN LEWIN 
1 WINONA RUBIN 
' KEITK AHUE 
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KA.POHO COMMUNITY ASSOCIATION 
P. 0. BOX 553 
PAHOA, HI. 96778 
808-965-8699 (fu), 96S-7299 
March 15, 1993 
Mr. Jaek Keppler, Acting Director 
Department o1 Land and Natural Resources 
via fax 587-0390 
May I request a copy of the well abandonment permits for Ks-7, Ks-8, KS.1 and KS-2 
for the Puna Geothermal Venture Project. If possible, please faX them to the above 
number, along 'Mth the bill. Hiram Young of your department already Informed me 
that there are approximately 16 pages at .50 each. 
Your immediate attention is greatly appreciated. 
Thank you, • ~ 
~~a~/ 
~ 'd 0E28-S96 (808) >IWOJ NIWGt! t!-\t!dt!d Lt> :\71 E6, S~ <lt!W 
DEED DIR. OFF. 
7:00-7:05 
7:05- 7:10 
I. 
ID:SOS-586-2377 MAR 15'93 
AGENDA (Internal) 
HAMAKUA COAST COMMUNITY MEETING 
Laupahoehoe High School Cafeteria 
March 16, 1993 
7:00pm 
Introduction/ Aloha 
Mufi Hannemann 
A. Participant Introduction 
B. Agenda 
C. Meeting Objectives 
1. Closure of sugar issue 
2. Community Input 
n. Status/Discussion 
A. Status of Negotiations (Harold Masumoto) 
1. Housing 
2. Slaughterhouse 
3. Harvesting of remaining sugar 
16: 15 No.021 P.02 
.IUHN W-'IHEf Go_,, 
MUfl HANN.I!MANH 
Ptr~ttlor 
BARIARA KIM SIANION 
09puty Dlr11cto· 
RICK IQQOD 
~tyDirEt~11)r 
IA~!SHI VOSHIHAR• 
Deputy Dir~tt:!or 
DBED DIP. OFF. 
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7:10-7:30 
7:30-7:50 
7:50-7:55 
7:55-8:00 
8:00-8:10 
ID:808-586-2377 KAR 15'93 
B. Status of Sugar Industry (HSM) 
1. Data on costs 
2. Data on return 
3. Number of workers required 
4. Economics of sugar production 
5. Hamakua's ability to compete 
6. State subsidization issues 
c. Questions and Answers 
m Federal Assistance 
A. 
B. 
Senator Inouye's Office 
Senator Akaka' s Office 
BREAK 
8:10- 8:50 IV. Community Forum 
8:50-9:00 V. State Response 
A. State and Federal Actions 
B. State Responses to Community Needs 
9:00 ADJOURNMENT 
16:16 No.021 P.03 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOVEF1NOR OF llAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
REF:WL-LC 
Ms. Jennifer Shishido 
Administrator 
State of Hawaii 
P.O. BOX 821 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
APR I 5 1993 
Division of Occupational Safety and Health 
Department of Labor and Industrial Relations 
830 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Ms. Shishido: 
Use of Explosives for Plugging and Abandonment 
of Wells KS-8, KS-1 and KS-2 
KEITII W. AIIUE, Chairponson 
BO~P.O OF LAND ANO NATURAL F1fSOURCfS 
JOHN P. KEPPELER, II 
DONA L. HANAtKE 
AOUACUL lURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
COJ-.ISERVATION ANO 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDliFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LANO DEVELOPMENT 
In accordance with the Department of Land and Natural Resource's Administrative 
Rules, and under a pennit granted by our department, Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) 
began plug and abandon operations on the KS-8 well on April 13, 1993. The operations 
will include utilizing explosive perforating charges deep within the well. In the interest of 
safety and efficiency, PGV plans to conduct the abandonment operations in a continuous, 
24-hour per day basis. 
It is our understanding that PGV has requested a variance from your Division for use 
of explosives on a 24-hour basis. This is to inform you that the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources has no objection to your granting such a variance. PGV will need this 
variance to include wells KS-1 and KS-2 for subsequent operations. 
Very truly yours, 
/;.,riH W. AHUE 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOVERNOR OF HAI~A.II 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
REF:WL-LC 
Mr. Steven Morris 
Vice President 
Puna Geothermal Venture 
745 Fort Street Mall 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Morris: 
P.O. BOX 621 
HONOLULU. HAWAII 96809 
t>lAR I I 1993 
KS-1 Plug and Abandonment Program 
BO~RD OF lllrlD ~ND NATURAL msOURCES 
OEPUTirS 
JOHN P. KEPPELER, II 
DONA l. HANAIKE 
"QUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RFSOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMFNfAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATI(Il AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROGRAM 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAIJO DEVELOPMENT 
Your proposed KS-1 (Kapoho State No. 1) Plug and Abandonment Program, dated 
December 29, 1992, submitted by Mr. Thomas Kizis' December 29, 1992 letter, is approved. 
The Abandonment Permit for KS-1 is attached. 
Please notify the Department, in writing, of the proposed start date for abandonment 
activities. 
Should you have any questions on this matter, please contact Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
of the Division of Water and Land Development in Honolulu at 587-0230. 
Very truly yours, 
;/:~· 
Acting Director 
Enc. 
c: Mr. Thomas Kizis 
•' 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
P.O. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
GEOTHERMAL WELL ABANDONMENT PERMIT 
TO: Puna Geothermal Venture 
P.O. Box 30 
Kapoho State No. 1 (KS-1) 
Kapoho, Puna,Hawail 
Pahoa, Hawail 96778-0030 
(808) 965-6233 
aO~RD OF LAND AND NATURI\l RESOURCES 
DEPUTIES 
JOHN P. KEPPHEA, II 
DONA L. HANAIKE 
AQUACUL lURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVAftON AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Your application, dated December 29, 1992, for a permit to abandon Geothermal 
Well Kapoho State No. 1, is approved. 
Well Designation: Kapoho State No. 1 
Location: TMK 1-04-1:02, Kapoho, Puna, Hawail (Well Pad A) 
Leased to: Kapoho Land Partnership 
Subleased to: Puna Geothermal Venture 
Operator: AMOR VIII Corporation 
Ground Elevation: 618ft. +I- Above Mean Sea Level 
Total Measured Depth: 7,290 ft. 
Approval is granted in accordance with the Department's Administrative Rules, 
Chapter 13-183, HAR, and under the following conditions: 
(1) All work shall be performed in accordance with your KS-1 Plug and Abandonment. 
Revised Program, dated December 29, 1992, submitted with Mr. Thomas Kizis' letter 
of December 29, 1992, the Department's Administrative Rules (Chapters 13-183 and 
13-184, HAR), and all other applicable Federal, State and County laws, ordinances, 
and regulations; 
(2) The permittee, his successors and assigns shall indemnify and hold the State of 
Hawail harmless from and against any loss, liability, claim or demand for property 
damage, personal injury and death arising out of any act or omission of the 
permittee, assigns, officers, employees, contractors and agents under this permit or 
relating to or connected with the granting of this permit; 
(3) Except for the surface plug, all cement used for the plugging operations shall contain 
a high temperature resistant admix as set forth in Section 13-183-83 (a), HAR. In 
addition, good quality, heavy drilling fluid shall be used to fill all portions of the well 
not plugged with cement; 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
Kapoho State No. 1 (KS-1) 
Page 2 
(4) Subsequent to plugging and abandonment operations, the casing shall be cut off at 
least six feet below ground surface and all concrete cellars and other structures (e.g., 
fencing) removed; 
(5) The permittee shall obtain the Chairperson's approval prior to any changes to the 
abandonment program; 
( 6) A history of the well and an as-abandoned diagram of the well shall be filed within 
sixty days of the abandonment; 
(7) The permittee shall notify the Department, in writing, of the date of the start of 
work; 
(8) The bond covering the well shall remain in full force and effect until the well is 
properly abandoned and the site properly restored; and 
(9) This permit shall expire 365 days from the date of issuance. 
Date of Issuance 
c: Land Board Members 
Hawaii County Planning Dept. 
DB EDT 
Dept. of Health 
OEQC,DOH 
N P. KEPPELER II, ting Director 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
' June 13, 1983 
MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD 
FROM: Ed Sakoda 
SUBJECT: Review of Geothermal Regs, Chapter 183, 
Relating to the H2s Gas Accident on April 12, 1983 at the Kapoho State I 
Geothermal Well 
Following are excerpts from Chapter 183 of Title 13, 
Administrative Rules entitled "Rules on Leasing and Drilling of 
Geothermal Resources": 
I. Subchapter 7. Leases: Mining Operations tll3-l83-54 {a), 
"Operations shall be conducted with due regard for the 
safety and health of employees." "The operator ... 
shall notify the chairperson of all accidents within 
twenty-four hours and submit a written report within 
thirty days." 
II. Subchapter 10. Drilling: Operation and Maintenance 
tll3-l83-80{c), "The operator of any well shall notify 
the chairperson of any blowout, break, leak, or spill 
of any well or appurtenant facilities. The notifica-
tion to the chairperson shall consist of a written 
report submitted within ten days after discovery of 
the incidents. 
III. Subchapter 13. Drilling: Environmental Protection 
Requirements tll3-l83-87{b),"Adverse environmental 
impacts from geothermal-related activities shall 
be prevented or mitigated through enforcement of 
these rules and of all other applicable federal, 
state, and local standards, and the application of 
existing technology. Inability to meet these environ-
mental standards or continued violation of environmental 
standards by any well operator after due notification, 
may be construed as grounds for the chairperson to 
order a suspension of well operations." 
Comments. 
There does not seem to have been any specific violation of 
DLNR Geothermal Regulations which contributed to the accident. 
However, Hawaii Occupational Safety and Health Standards were 
violated resulting in a citation and penalty. The State Depart-
ment of Labor and Industrial Relations, Division of Occupational 
Safety and Health, has required the violations to be corrected 
by May ll, 1983. 
ED SAKODA 
ES:ko 
June 13, 1983 
MEHORANDUl1 
1'0: Hr. Susumu Ono 
FROl1: Hobert 'l'. Chuck 
SUBJECT: Report on F.ccident at rcapoho State l 
Geothermal \·Jell 
-'-'-c:-.--
He reviewed the actions taken by 'l'hermal Power Company on 
the accident of April 12, 1983 at Kapoho State l geothermal 
vlell and find that the procedures followed and taken by the 
operator ver·e in order and in accordance vlith DLNR Administra-
tive Hules on the leasing and drilling of geothermal resources. 
Surrunarized belm·l are the chronological events that occur-
red and the corresponding regulatory requirements: 
April 12, 1983 
April 13, 1983 
!"lay 12, 1983 
i·1ay 25, 1983 
l\ccident occurred. Four crm.;men of 
drilling subcontractor, \later Resources 
International (WlU), v1cre overcome by 
u2s inhalation. 
'l'hermal Power Company notified DOWALD 
by telephone of accident. 
(Section 13-103-54 (a} , "T;1e operator ..• 
shall notify the chairperson of all 
accidents within t\venty-four hours ... ") 
~hermal Pov1er Company subrnitted a 
\;ritten report of the accident signed 
by '!r. ;·;.r,. 1J'Olior, Vice President. 
(Section 13-183-54 (a) "The operator ..• 
shall .•• submit a "i.vritten report Hi thin 
thirty days.") 
'l'hermal Pmver Company, at the request 
of D0\1.'\LD, re-submitted a final report 
of the accident lvhich included the 
Hemo to l"'r e Susu!:'tu Ono -2- Jnnc 13, 1983 
Stute OSI!A report citing Iilli ,,vith a 
;;135. 00 penalty for not using required 
protective equipment that was available 
on the jobsite. 
DOWALD's review indicates that the provisions of the 
Department's Rules have been met by Thermal Pmvcr Company and 
that the follow-up training sessions conducted for 31 persons 
on the job site by Thermal Pm·mr Company are adequate for job 
safety for future operations. 
HT:ko 
cc: J. J. Detor 

;,;r. W. L. lJ'Olier 
Vice President 
Thermul Po\.-Ver Compd.dj 
601 California Street 
Sun Franciso, (;;Jlifornia 94108 
Dear l\1r. D10licr: 
.. lay 23, 1()83 
Thank you for your letter of i.lay 12, 1983, informing us of an incident 
involving the crew of Hater Resources l'1ter;wtional, your• drilling 
contractor on i{apoho St,Jtc 1 Geothermal viell, 
As you know, our staff was notified by telephone of the incident soon 
after it uccurrm1 iu April by 0"r. Jere Denton of Thermal Power Company. 
At that time, ;;c requested that u full report be submitted to DLr·m by 
Thermal Pow.;r Company and the report should iuclude any occupational and 
safety hm:ard investigations, a report by liiater Resources International, 
and Therr:Jal Power Company's report of the overall incident, including any 
followup action taken or to be taken by all parties. To date, we are still 
nwaiting the subnittal of that report. 
In our recent telephone conversation with Mr. Denton, he indicated 
that tho report to DLH l{ will be forth<.!orniirg sometime after [;my 23rd, as he 
expected to receive the State Labor Department's investigative report and 3 
followup report fror.1 \later l1esources International sometiuc durint:;· the 
wee);: of i'-Jay 16th. 
h:e appreciate your efforts and cooperation in keeping us abreast of 
your activities in the search for geothcrraal resources ill accordance with 
tho provisions o£ the Litatc Gcothoroal H.esource :.\'lining Lease and the 
associated drilling perwits. 
Very truly yours, 
: ~JSUSUMUCND 
SUSULlU OiW 
Chail'miw of the iloard 
t J:· :-! 
! t...)' 
\3 'j '2. THERMAL POWER p 3: 3 3 
, ' ·. ·.-rEI\&._ 
• ·.:::.rt \ 
' ;_i ~ 
Mr. Susumu Ono,Chairman 
COMPANY 
12 May 1983 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Bldg. Rm. 130 
1151 Punchbowl St. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
Re: Geothermal Well: Kapoho State l 
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease 
No. R-2 
Puna District, Hawaii 
On April 12th at the Kapoho State l well site, four of our drilling contractor's 
crewman were affected by an accidental release of gas containing H S. One 
crewman was affected while working within the geothermal wellhead ceftar. The 
other three crewmen were affected while assisting the first out of the cellar. 
Fortunately, the incident did not result in any serious injuries or lasting effects to 
the crewmen. 
Puna Geothermal Venture is vitally concerned about safety for all workers on 
our well sites. Although roughly 170 accident-free days of drill rig operation on 
our Kapoho State wells by Water Resources International, Inc. (WRI) preceded this 
event, some immediate measures have been taken by Thermal Power Company, 
Operator, to further reduce the possibility of accidental H2S exposure. 
1. Previous instructions for WRI crews not to enter the geothermal 
wellhead cellars without task specific instructions have been repeated to 
WRI crews, supervisors and management. We are providing copies of 
Safety Orders for Drilling and Production of the California Division of 
Industrial Safety to WRI for our joint use in making all persons aware of 
safe work practices. 
2. Environmental Safety Service and Equipment International, Inc., of 
Houston, a firm specializing in H2S safety programs, was brought out by 
Thermal Power Company on April 19-21 to provide safety training to 
each member of the three drill rig crews and others, (approximately 31 
people). The Kapoho State I operations concluded, without further 
incidents, on April 28th when the contractors drill rig and crews were 
released. 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981·5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Page Two 
12 May 1983 
3. Scott personal respiratory equipment was on site during the event. 
Additional new and lighter Emergency Life Support Apparatus, (ELSA) 
face masks will be provided along with individual instructions. These 
will be placed in locations immediate to the geothermal wellhead cellar 
when we again utilize a drill rig. 
A news release is being made by Thermal Power Company now that the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration's report has been released. 
Thermal Power Company will continue to pursue active safety programs both 
directly and through our contractors. We would be happy to include 
representatives from your agency in future safety training programs. If you have 
any questions please call me at (415) 765-0449. 
WLD/ikl 
cc: County Civil Defense Director 
County Planning Department 
Department of Health 
Dept. of Planning & Econ. Dev. 
Amfac Energy, Inc. 
Dillingham Geothermal, Inc. 
Water Resources International, Inc. 
Sincerely yours 
rJr.:/.i!JtJ&e~v)~J 
W. L. D'Olier 
Vice President 
LJIVISION or WI\TW 1\ND L/\NIJ DL;Vl:LOI'Mt:NT 
From: Dale: l'lle In: 
----· 
To_ lnltla~ 
-(' 
--/ Hobert 'f. Chuck See Me 
___ Takeo FuJII 
.- L___Jmnes Yoshimoto 
_1/_ Manabu Tagomorl 
___ Georgo Morimoto 
Herbert Morimatsu 
---
___ George Miyashiro 
___ llnrold Sakal 
___ Leslie Asarl 
___ /\I bert Ching 
George Matr,umoto 
--- Daniel Lum 
___ Paul Matsuo. 
___ Noboru Kaneshiro 
Edwin Sakoda 
_Take acllon by ____ _ 
_Jtoute to yout brnnch 
Hevlew & comment 
_Draft reply by ____ _ 
I'or ln[ormatlon 
Xerox distributed 
_Acknowledge receipt 
File ________ _ 
--~}nne Sakal 
___ Doris llamada 
___ Lorraine Nanbu 
--~Jean Slarot 
___ Elsie Yonamlne 
Kay Oshiro 
---
~ ~· ----------, 
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rl."'~): .,\rs. Jncqur;li\'1~ Par~n.ell, L;.tcri!~-~ l1ir•:~ptcrt­
...-lffice of E1l':ri.ronr.v3nt.:tl (~Hf1li.t·:? Cot~trol 
;~i_T!~:,j:_~CT: Coothr::>''nnl Drilli 1.lf:J_' T'f"!r:nit t:::tc~.Edml - ~{n.poho t~b1tc: :-,;_!. 1 
------ -----------------¥-----· --·------------
F-:H' \'OlH' ir:fcrr'!rtt:iou, tlv:~ ~-),:pnrtr:1ent c·f ;,~·r:1J. -:u-:d :-!~turnl Xcr;ourc('r..; 
hw:. i~:.su(•d a l?:W-d-'ly O)Xt(~:lsion to Th.er;:1:-.U PO\'!Gl"' CODl"1fLl>'" fol· R:.!..poho st~ttr: 
~,:c•. 1. The n.c:.o,~ eo~{pirntion t1~:.t(; is ~~::pte;-ribt:r 14, 1B83. [ht> 8::';:te-nsion 
allovl~! furthc;:• te:::~th:f;· of C1:<~: t-.Jell tc b.r~ttr;r tPtdr:rst:PHJ tit.:_! ~~ctherrr1al 
renGrvoh~, the: o~·H::rntin;! r:har.:1ctBri:stir:h df thr:: WDll, :_,..,d. nth0.r ~-~oecs~3;U''T 
d~·;t:l. 
~~US~J-•. -;U Gt-J'~_-.1 
Ch~:i.rrc~:~_r~ oi' th..:·: Do;Trd 
.\larch lB. 1JB3 
T'J: 
F::,·_;:,: 
'ir. :)ido.c~.;r ~.,. Fuk~~, 
_PI·-~ ~;.ni;·t t-~ D ~;p::rtt;r~~! t 
('.,_-,U~lt\.' ,--n :,'''N,.:ii 
1.W)-c~·r; f~l:tr-,~·;Lr t,_ ... ·T}v;_~·:·Hl :•o)';\TCf' Cor-:p::: -:,_, ~~rvr ·:np~)h(_; ~-::i!1i'· 
:·_.Ji'·.: "-~'<!:in1tin···1 cbt~.: L; ~~r~~ytc:·~'l.t){•r· JA) l:"JS::.. The t"--:-\·:t•''~r~_h_~!-~ 
.dLr·J:> fu.rt{l_.~2 L~"'-:ti···:~, (.J, t:r:.:~ -.:;_:j} t1) (1~.-:;t-v:t 1X!~·j,::.·~-~t:·.~;;-~ t:l~.:~ ;,1',:-nt;:r;;·t~::;l 
1'-._--.~;,_:;rvcir 1 tl": tJ0.Y'~:<ri·.;.; r~~t::::"':::ctc:._'i_·:;t]c-;_~ r;: t~-v~ \F:Jl, :' ;rt -~y1_}·J~·r> --!_,~:~Q;_.;~;~;d--.-~7 
dnt j. 
:·/iarch lH, 1983 
TC): :-£ono!'ab1c; ·;fidnt(:- ·;:on:), 1)irf'c1cr~· 
nopartrnc;;.t cf Pl~li.--lxdn.;:· & Er:-,,_,...:orri,, :1~1 :.r01opP"!o:-:t 
F~:~~ _'/D'.JI' i:"\f,~).i'n~~-t.ion, th(~ D.;:--::pnrt!nc.Lt (Jf ~ .nnd :~r1d :>r ntur-.~.ll .!\·e~:;onl"'c,~s 
hr-:_u i::>0UPd <;_ 180-(l;-r--..- . .:;_::~v.~n·_:dou to 'l'll'-~I";-"1al P0v1e'!" Coi."np;e;,..,..,. for _;~a~)()l)o Stn.tt; 
Nc. 1.. The ,.l•.~W ex:;:-)irr~ ti(1:··:_ rh.:.tEl is Se1.1t.c\r'!bcr 14, 1983.. Tho e~·-:·tr::1sjon 
rJl'''NS flu·Uu-:~ tt:stL·~~~· nf t1F: well to b>)ttcr n.nd(~rstn<!d the >:;eotJ:(,?"'~'~nl 
r<~sr~rvolr, th---:; opc:-'atin~·.r· chn.rn~tG:d'3ti~:-:.:-: r1f t.hr::- :vcll, r.:.n.d oth~~r 1/(~c •. ·::.si:.r"'.r 
drt.q. 
Ati.1(;h. 
STTSTr·: 7J f"J~·-10 
C_h:<irr:;:t:--t r!: th~: -:-_~c,;::-d 
I\ larch 18, 1983 
TO: Honorable Charles Clnrk, Dir~ctor 
Department of Health 
FitO:J: Susumu O:r:o 
For ~{our iaformntion, thD Department of Land and Haturnl Resources 
han tssu(~d a 180-dav Dxtc•nsion to Thermal Power CompaPv far ;(apohn State 
No. 1. The !l(!W expiration dn.tc is Septemher 14, 1983. The exten.sic.m 
nllovis further testin~· of the well to better u-r1dersta~d the p;"(~othermnl 
reservoir, the o~)(~ratinr, chn7"'1etcristi~Js of t11f' w~ll, nnd other necossRry 
dntrt. 
Attach. 
sosu;.;u ouo 
Ch~rr~1nn of the Ro:.1rd 
Uarch 18, 1983 
STJF;.-_rgc-;T: ne:othernnl Drilli:tP' Pc:r-r:1it E.,:tension - Kapoho State No. 1 
F•.)r ~~~our hd0rr;Jntin·1' the Dcp~.Jt"trw•nt ;~f r.rrnd U~"U..i -~-Jn.tnrnl H.-esourcP.s 
h:-!t:: L-:}fJU(~d a 180-<l.ny extt:.~nsin?t to Ther:nal P<V,\'·2r Cornpn.n}r for Kapoh:) Stah~ 
:~0. l. 'Thf'! P:PW ct:pirntion dnte is Snptonh~r 14, 1983. ThP e:-<(tG~l~i\tn 
nlL>NB fur·tht.:r 1>-~sti-~g- o-f the t'lP.ll tt") br:,tt-:.'!1'' tL'(·"J..~r:;t.~tnd th:;:! n·t~nthc1 .. !:1£tl 
re~:::<.· t'""~rc;ir, the o_:-.,-i.:·rn.ti q ;~ chnr3.f:teristieE-! of thr; l!Jf.'ll, a:;.d nthi'~l· :1.~et:s~rn·~.r 
:.1.atc~. 
1 Iarch 18, 1983 
TO: ~::r. :-1oses W. Kealoh3, ;.,-i,;r~·ibHr 
q._),'H'd nf ·r.nr:d J~"\d \'Jn.turnl Hcc~ources 
For ·.:~our h ... fr..n·rlRti0E, tlte D•Jpnrtncnt of t.~atid ;Jr)_d ~q;-tturnl i\c~/JUJ.'c;~~"' 
hns isstv~t! a 180-dr.r_•_,. cxtcnsio~t ~o Thcrinnl Pov1er CtJmp;)_n-y for Kapol1o Stntc 
~!0. l. The nevt DXpiratio~. (htl; js S0pternb0r 14, 1983. Tl1C! cxtPnsinj·_, 
:;llows furtl-h""-!r testing· of the VtTf~li to b0tt01~ U"1dcr~~tnnd th(~ ;:t<:othr!ron.l 
roR(-::rvni!·, t~·h-; r:•p0r~ttr·~r; ch:-r:r·r~.c~teri~-;ti(;;_, ~yi.' the wAll, i_rnd oth~~r ;1e~f!s.~:;r\r•~~ 
cht"J. 
/\tt;,"ch. 
Similar letter sent to: 
Mr. Roland II. Higashi 
Mr. Thomas S. Yagi 
Mr. ~r. Douglas lng 
Mr" Takeo Yamamoto 
su~rr7.:o o:-!n 
Ch:~i-Cf"lh~J !.'f th<! !30Hl'd 
(,>I 
\l • ~.. IJ'Oliel' ;·1m.•ch 13, 1983 
o Pollution of tho ocen.:--~ ·1:n.d tidcl;·;_,::d;;, rivers, or oth~r bodies of 
wntcr, -~u1d all i~,~pair 1-:H'Tl ,. }l n.nd i: \t(~rfercnci~ \·;ith bathing·, fishing, 
or :1.avigntiou in the '.'J:;tc_n--, r;f thn r;eefl_n or nr.y hay or inlet thereof 
is prohibited, nnd n1} bri_,~c, Pli·:·,,~r;:tl::.~, or ar1y refuse of an•,r ldi1U 
f1·om any well or worl;;:r:: shnJ] be perr·1ittcd to b-J depoRitcrl on or pA.ss 
into \'laters of the oc~tHl, fl!l '-/ bf.l.y or in.lr~t thu1·eof, rivers, lakns or 
other bodiBs of \.'Inter, without specific writt<=~n Stnte authorization. 
o No substanr:es whieh may be producod from D.:1/ well drillcrl upor1 the 
hrndf; .shBJ1 be blovrl, :flov10d, o-r allowed to escape into tho open air 
or on the k~·roUYH.l in sueh n r·lfl'T':Hn~ &3 to cren.to a nuisn~1c0 t which 
shnll CJpecifieal!y hclutle but 'lOt be limited to ncbc, :lir or other 
pollution, :1nd other nctivitier:: which rlisturb the nccupiDr' a or his 
tenant's u.sr: of the lfll"lds. Subjert to tl10 forac-oi:1V,, th~ nppli.cnnt 
may bleed substances to the ntrnosphcre so l(P1~ "!R such onerati0ns 
al'V! lawfully D.:ld prudent!-_\-' conducted in nceordnncc ·with go1xl 
g~othcrrn::d dd.lli-:if~ nrv1 productio:--i nrnctiCA8 nl'ld rtr8 ;·lot cltherwiJ:;t) i:·l 
violation of til(' l<tW. 
Vor? truJy yours, 
~~GSU>.HJ :JNO 
Ch:JirP1<Fi. oi tho Board. 
Mr. Sidney M. Puke 
Director 
Planning Department 
County of Hawaii 
25 Aupuni Street 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
Dear Hr. Puke: 
September 23, 19!32 
Geothermal Drilling Permit Extension-
Kapoho State No. ]_ __ 
For your information, the Department of Land and 
:'atural Resources has issued a lBO-day extension to Thermal 
Power Company for ~:apoho State No. 1. The new expiration 
date is r!arch 18, 19B3. The extension all0111s further testing 
of the well to better understand the geothermal reservoir, 
the operating characteristics of the '"ell, and other neces-
sary data. 
Enc. 
A copy of the permit is attached. 
Very truly yours, 
SUSUHU ONO 
Chairman of the Board 
September 23, 1982 
Mrs. Jacqueline Parnell 
Interim Director 
Office of Environmental 
Quality Control 
550 Halekauwila Street 
Room 301 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear !1rs. Parnell: 
Geothermal Drilling Permit Extension-
Kapoho State No. 1 
For your information, the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources has issued a 130-day extension to 'l'hermal 
Power Company for Kapoho State No. 1. The ne~T expiration 
date is ~larch 18, 1983. The extension allows further testing 
of the well to better understand the geothermal reservoir, 
the operating characteristics of the well, and other neces-
sary data. 
Enc. 
A copy of the permit is attached. 
Very truly yours, 
SUSUHU ONO 
Chairman of the Board 
September 23, 1982 
~1r. Hideto Kono, Director 
Department of Planning & Economic 
Development 
State of Hawaii 
Kamamalu Bldg. 
250 s. King Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Kono: 
Geothermal Drilling Permit Extension-
Kapoho State No. 1 
For your information, the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources has issued a 180-day extension to Thermal 
Power Company for Kapoho State No. 1. The new expiration 
date is March 18, 1983. The extension allows further testing 
of the well to better understand the geothermal reservoir, 
the operating characteristics of the well, and other neces-
sary data. 
Enc. 
A copy of the permit is attached. 
Very truly yours, 
SUSUMU ONO 
Chairman of the Board 
Hr. Charles Clark 
Director of Health 
Department of Health 
September 
P • 0. Box 3 3 78 
ll':.>nolulu, Ha1..;aii 96801 
Dear !'1r. Clark: 
l9B2 
Geothermal Drilling Permit Extension-
______ __J:Zapol~o State No. l ·------
For your information, the Departiaent of Land and 
ilatural Resources has issued a 180-·day extension to 'l'hermal 
Power Company for I·:apoho State :Jo. l. The new expiration 
date is Harch 13, 1983. The extension allows further testing 
of the well to better understand the <Jeothenaal reservoir, 
the operating characteristics of t.h<' well, and other neces-
sary data. 
l~nc. 
z, copy of the permit is attached. 
Vr;;ry truly yours, 
SUSUHU ONO 
Chairnan of the Board 
Septenilier 23, 1982 
HEHORlL"'DUN 
TO: Board Members 
FROH: Susumu Ono 
SUBJECT: Geothermal Drilling Permit Estension -
Kapoho State No. 1 ------· ·----
For your information, the Deparbnent of Land and 
Natural Resources has issued a 180-day extension to Thermal 
Power Company for Kapoho State No. l. 'l'he ne1-.' expiration 
date is Barch 18, 1983. 'l'he extension allm'ls further testing 
of the well to better understand the geothermal reservoir, 
the operating characteristics of the well, and other necessary 
data. 
A copy of the permit is attached. 
SUSUMU ONO 
Chairman of the Doard 
Enc. 
September 23, 1982 
:"'EHORANDUI-1 
TO: Division Heads 
FROM: Susumu Ono 
SUBJECT: Geothermal Drilling Permit Extension -
~apoho State No. 1 
For your information, the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources has issued a 180-day extension to Therrr~l Power 
Company for Kapoho State No. 1. The new expiration date is 
Harch 18, 1983. The extension allows further testing of the 
well to better understand the geothermal reservoir, the 
operating characteristics of the well, and other necessary 
data. 
A copy of the permit is attached. 
1 s; su:u:.1'_ 
SUSUHU ONO 
Chairman of the Board 
Enc. 
c. 
GEORGE R. AAIYOSHI 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
F'. 0. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
September 20, 1982 
SUSUMU ONO, CHAIRMAN 
BOARD OF LAND & NATURAL F'IESOURCES 
EDGAR A. HAMASU 
DEPUTY TO THE CHAIRMAN 
DIVISIONS: 
AQUACULTURE DEVEWOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Mr. Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 
Thermal Power Company 
1600 Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 808 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 
Dear Mr. Denton: 
Geothermal Drilling Permit - Kapoho State No. 1 
The Department of Land and Natural Resources approves your request 
for a 180-day extension of the drilling permit for Kapoho State No. 1. The 
new expiration date is March 18, 1983. 
Please be informed that all provisions of the original permit are 
applicable through this extension period and that reasonable prior notice 
should be given our staff whenever any testing is to be conducted. 
Appropriate lead time is necessary for scheduling staff personnel to inspect 
the test activities. 
Additionally, the following conditions are applicable to this permit: 
• The applicant shall comply with all valid requirements of all 
municipal, state and federal authorities and observe all municipal,· 
state and federal laws and regulations pertaining to the lands and 
permittee's operations, which are now in force or which may 
hereafter be in force, including, but not limited to, all water and 
air pollution control laws, and those relating to the environment. 
The State of Hawaii, acting in its governmental capacity, may by 
regulation regulate the drilling, location, spacing, testing, 
completion, production, operation, maintenance and abandonment of 
a well or wells or similar activity as well as the construction, 
operation and maintenance of any other facilities in the exercise of 
its police powers to protect the public health, welfare and safety as 
provided in the regulations. 
·. 
Mr. Jere Denton -2- September 20, 1982 
• Pollution of the ocean and tidelands, rivers, or other bodies of 
water, and all impairment of and interference with bathing, fishing, 
or navigation in the waters of the ocean or any bay or inlet thereof 
is prohibited, and no brine, minerals, or any refuse of any kind 
from any well or works shall be permitted to be deposited on or 
pass into waters of the ocean, any bay or inlet thereof, rivers, 
lakes or other bodies of water, without specific written State 
authorization. 
• No substances which may be produced from any well drilled upon 
the lands shall be blown, flowed, or allowed to escape into the open 
air or on the ground in such a manner as to create a nuisance, 
which shall specifically include but not be limited to noise, air or 
other pollution, and other activities which disturb the occupier's or 
his Tenant's use of the lands. Subject to the foregoing, the 
applicant may bleed substances to the atmosphere so long as such 
operations are lawfully and prudently conducted in accordance with 
good geothermal drilling and production practices and are not 
otherwise in violation of the law. 
Very truly yours, 
~ON~ 
Chairman of the Board 
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is prohibit cU., s.~·.td Ho bi'L lf:, ~~1L i:.~i~:1ls, or· an:/ 1·.::: fus,; vf '-llli kiud 
fruw u.liJ' r10ll nr t.vorl-~b ·-d~,;,ll b'.} l'~crrdttud to L>e dBpGi.~it~d CJ.~l >Jr 
pasb i:ltfJ rJut~rc of th,.;; ~J~!·_~lc~i, ~: 1.~:-] 1.1;;.y or Lth:t thcreui, rivers, 
i:tkcs vr vtit0r il<.Hlico 1Jf wat0r, without sp•J·:irie writteii State 
authiJriZiltiui 1. 
o i~u sulist.u~C8H which r.1ay be prndu•..!::!d iror.1 an..~: \'t't.Jll Urilled UJ>o~·r 
tlte la"'1c!:s sh~l ~o UloW!1, i1nWC'Ll, or ulkn.'lcJ. tu euc~1.pc btto t1:v.: Gfh;:t 
air or i)ll th.;! grou11U i~t su(.~h u maL:. ncr w:; lv c1·nat0 a auisnnc·-:, 
which .slh1ll .s;Jccific~llf i1 u;lude l.Jut i.~.ot be !init(:d to noise, ai:r ,)r 
vtiter poliution, und other uetivities which di,;turo the oCClli>ier's or 
ili~; Te:w.:lt1 s u:.;e of the 1anLis. ~ubjel!t to the ioregvi:·1g, the 
applicrHlt l'l~.:.i blDod .::.1u1Jstt!!H.!e3 to th8 a.tnlOOl_)hcre so lo:ag as r:;uch 
oper,.itioil.s ~~!'<3 law full.'i ilnd pruUeatly -..:oHduct0d i~: £lCt..>JrO.::>!H:v with 
c;o~d. g-eothertJ.'ll drillL-~b at 1 d j.>roductio;l prn~tic.:~:~ nnd ax·(·! not 
othct·wis~ L1 vi•.Jlnt1on o.f thl: L-1v1. 
SlJSU·.\1U G:~U 
Chnirmtt;l of t!v; dv<.n•d 
I 
SZ SEP !~ p tflfERMAl POWER COMPANY 
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,--., L) 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
o-. ~m c..> 
Board of Land & Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
3:::0 
!;i!P-
..&::. 
..... co 
Attention: Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Thermal Power Company would like to request a second 180 day extension 
to the drilling permit for the Kapoho State Ill geothermal well located on State 
Geothermal Mining Lease R-2 near Puu Honuaula in the Puna district of the 
island of Hawaii. This extension will allow further testing of the well to assist in 
better understanding the geothermal reservoir, the operating characteristics of 
the well, the nature of the geothermal fluids being produced, and to gather 
information necessary for preliminary design of a geothermal electric power 
plant. As the current drilling permit for this well expires on September 19th, I 
hope this renewal can be made effective fairly quickly. If there are any 
questions which I can answer which would assist in your consideration of the 
renewal of this permit, please call me at 944-5545. 
Sincerely yo/7 / 
.....,--............-:~~ 
JMD/crn 
cc: W. L. D'Olier 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
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wround El<;v•1tio;,: tiOO+ 
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. , _,_, 'T 
Mr. Susumu Ono, Chairman 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
Re: Geothermal Well: Kapoho State l 
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease R-2 
Puna District, Hawaii County 
A DLNR Permit, recently renewed, exists for the drilling and completion of the 
referenced well. Since the conclusion of drilling in November 1981, Kapoho State 1, 
except for an attempted flow test on December 16, 1981, has been maintained in a 
shut-in status awaiting a coordinated flow testing program with our second well, 
which soon will be completed. 
Thermal has monitored Kapoho State 1 in its shut-in status and evaluated the sparse 
results of the December 16th effort. Because wellhead pressures have been higher 
than anticipated, we would recomplete the wellhead with 900 series WKM gates 
which have a higher pressure rating than the 600 series WKM gates now on the 
wellhead. Additionally, we wish to evaluate the 9-5/8" production casing string for 
integrity or any possible leakage. If any leakage is demonstrated, we would, in 
accordance with the attached well program, repair such with cement and possibly a 
7" casing sleeve inside the 9-5/8" casing. 
Thermal proposes these actions at Kapoho State 1 to increase the safety margins in 
flow testing this high pressured well. We would proceed with the well program 
attached promptly upon completion of work at Kapoho State 2. We respectfully 
request your earliest possible approval, for in the case of leakage, we have noted the 
regulations at 13-183-76(c) regarding diligent repair and at 13-183-87(4)(j) regarding 
ground water protection. 
WLD/ikl 
cc: J. M. Denton 
HA-PU-BR-AOl 
lier 
Vic-e President, Exploration 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
THERMAL POWER COMPANY- Operator 
Geothermal Well: Kapoho State 1 
Location: TMK 1-4-01:2 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii County 
Elevation: 618.77' GL or 636.77' KB 
Total Depth: 7290' 
Status: Shut in with 600 psig wellhead pressure. 
26 March 1982 
Casing Depths: 
20" to 71' 
13-3/8" to 903' 
9-5/8" to 4072' 
7" from 3897 to 7216' 
WELL PROGRAM: CASING EVALUATION AND COMPLETION IMPROVEMENTS. 
l. Move in and rig up rotary drilling rig. 
2. Remove upper master valve. Install BOE stack, consisting of spool, double 
hydraulic gate (with pipe rams and blank rams), Hydril and Grant rotating 
head. 
3. Hook up rig pumps to side outlets on wellhead and spool with blind rams 
closed, pump water into well at maximum rate and kill well. Strip in open 
ended 4" drill pipe if well is not killed. Run to bottom, pump in water and kill 
well. Utilize a brine solution if required. 
4. With well killed, run in hole with 6" bit and 6 drill collars. Clean out inside 7" 
liner to bottom at 7216'. 
5. Run 8-1/2" bit through 9-5/8" casing to top of 7" at 3097'. 
6. Set a bridge plug in 9-5/8" casing at 3890'.:!:· 
7. Run retrievable RTTS packer and check 9-5/8" casing for any leaks. 
8. Squeeze any casing leaks indicated. 
9. Retrieve RTTS packer and clean out to top of bridge plug in 9-5/8 casing. 
10. Consider running solid 7" N-80, 26 pound, buttress casing through deepest 
cemented zone or to the top of the 7" liner, and cement back to surface. 
11. If 7" is run, cut off 9-5/8" casing a few inches below casing head flange and 
install new casing expansion spool for 7" casing. 
12. Install one Midway shut-in spool and one 10" 900 series WKM master gate on 
the wellhead. 
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13. Drill out bridge plug and clean out to bottom of 7" perforated liner with 
water. 
lit. Remove BOE stack. Install second 10" 900 Series WKM gate. Put well on 
test. 
WLD/HEW /ROB/ikl 
cc: HA-PU-BR-A-01 
,.ir. Jere ..ucr•ton 
V'ice President 
!l a \Vall .er-ojvct 
fhtH.L1 .. .J 1-'o\:-J~r CorJf..kLiY 
lti\JO "{apiolani :JlvJ., ;:,uite dUil 
.dO~lululU, iHHVaii i:1li014 
'fh0 d'~l-H.t.f'tt~lDLt ot' L,;L"td. d.lld i>~J.turui i~;)sour-eo;-.:; appruvt!:l your r·.1-'1iil'St 
lvr a ltH)-cw.:,' C.L\.tenniv:l ol tile~ Urillin~; pcrL•lit inr .-·:apohu ~t:J.t•_; l~u. 1. ~file 
nsw e:r~pil\'iti·~)u d~ltl'.' is Soptt..:r:b~1· 1:::., 1 Hti>:. 
Pleasu uc Ldol"t;t(:d ti1...1t aU iH'0Vi:.:iiV>I::.; ot' tll'-.! (>l'igin.;.:J pt!l"C"Iit are 
Hppiil!d.bh! thruut,.;h thi;:-) c~.:tc;1~ioz~ p•.3:r.•_ic.d H.d.d that re.:;.sGJtfibl~c: pt"l.OI' ~-l:>ti~(.' 
::.;ilould i.>e t;ivc~' our !:)tafl v;he~H)VL-I' •.L1J tt~sti.'-~~ is to lJe ~v~HlU(;t~Cd. Appro-
lH'iJ.tc leati tiL1l~ i:s : 1'-~t!-ebd;_"tr} for ::;chuduli: lf;. sL·J.fi perso.::d 1Cl to in::.;ih;ct thu 
t.::n:>t nctiviti.;s. 
0u0u.,ju Jj...,~ 
:_; h~il'Ll<:.L > o{ tll8 Uo~:ru 
DEPARTi'-1E - OF LA:ID A;m i'J.L\TURAL RE~ JR.CES r__· 7 
Division of Water and Land Development 
TO: FOR: 
Appro~ ~Y 1ha Bcard cf 
L>lr'd 2t N~rura~ Rasourc:;..i. 
~t rh~ ~ins ~ ~ 
(3} _:::__Chairman 
Deouty to Chairman 
--Bo:;,_rd Hernber 
(iJ ..::::_signature 
__ Approval 
--Deputy Attorney General 
--Planning Office 
· A~oroval as to Form 
Approval & Transmittal 
Comment 
--Recommendation --State Parks 
---Fish and Game 
--Forestry ~~~· (j) 7 Land I1anagement )A? 1)' J1.P 
___ Investigation & Report 
A:opro:oriate Action ~~g-/ ---Retention 
Return 
~f~~~·~~L~~~/-~v~.·~~c~·~·~~--' ~·~c: _____ Q/ ~~~=----------
2/ ( 
/·::f./ \ r, 
I ~ 
/ 
JL,.L: /?.-_, 
/ 
to Governor 
Signature 
---'/}-c'-'7~.A--c'-~-·-'_;~ __ ._?-_·_.?-. __ , 19 7 .:::L., 
Route Slip_ 
WATER 
From: ti 
To Initial 
:sOURCES 6 FLOOD CONTROL B •en 
Date: ;/p" z._ File in: __ _ 
__ Manabu Tagomori 
__ Albert Ching 
Daniel Lum 
____ George Matsumoto 
Nobu Kaneshiro 
----~ 
Tom Nakama 
Paul Matsuo 
Edwin Sakoda 
----
Mitchel Ohye 
Milton Yamasaki 
--
Joe Menor 
~---- Doris Hamada 
--
Robert Chuck 
--- ---
- __ Takeo Fujii 
Jai11€S Yoshimob:l 
Please 
. 
For 
See me 
Call 
Take aetion by 
Heview & comm_e_n_t __ _ 
Dr·oft r·eply by 
Type dr•a(t 
Type final 
Xero:x: copies 
Mail 
Approval 
Signature 
v Information 
Jane Sakal ___ Bill Koyanagi 
Rid1ard Jim:mi Elsie Yonamine 
---
--------
- __ Yoshi Shibuya 
------- -------- ---------
,!A7: 
\ 
December 21, 1981 
HEMORANDUM 
TO: Nr. James Detor 
FROM: Robert Chuck 
SUBJECT: Kapoho State Well 1, Geothermal Well Site, 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii, Tax Map Key: 1-4-01:2 
For your information and 
the surveyed location and easement 
well. 
files, attached 
to Kapo~o State 
) 
' 
/ ROBERT T. CHUCK 
DL:ko 
is a copy of 
1 Geothermal 
op,.,.-A.LD J'A" ES MURRAY 
P. 0. Bo~~: 863 
Richard J. Miller, Landman 
Thermal Power Company 
601 California Street 
Hllo Hotel Otf•c• Ann•• 
Hllo, Heweli 96720 
Telephon• (BOBl 93~-9725 
San Francisco, California 94108 
Re: "Kapoho State 1'' 
Geothermal Well Site 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 
Tax Map Key: 1-4-01:2 
Dear Sir: 
July 10, 1961 
RECEIVED 
JUL 1 3 1981 
Submitted herewith please find the following: 
1. Four (4) maps dencting Easements covering the ''Kapoho State 1" 
Well Site (75,000 Sauare Feet or 1.7218 Acres) and''Road & Utility 
Easement~ 30-Feet Wide (47,896 Square Feet or 1.0993 Acres). 
2. Originals of legal descriptions covering''Kapoho State 1 1' Well 
Site and the Road & Utility Easement. 
Please be informed that the ''Kapoho State 1" Well Site has 
been surveyed and staked on the ground. 
Also, wa are presently preparing a Topographic and Contour Plan 
of the ''Kapoho State 1'' Well Site and will submit same shortly. This 
plan may need Stamping by a Registered Civil Engineer and approval by 
appropriate County Departments. 
Please review enclosures and advise. 
encls. 
cc. Jere Denton, Vice President 
Hawaii Operations 
DJM:hm 
Very truly yours, 
MURRAY, S~ITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
' - -
l 
Donald James Murray 
EXHIBIT "A" 
ROAD A~D UTILITY EASEM f 
to 
"LAI'OHl: STATE 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 
L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kpnaina 
Kaoohc, Puna, Hawaii 
Beginning at a point at the northwest corner of this parcel of 
land and on the easterly side of the Pohoiki Road, the coordinates of 
said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation 
Station "Kaliu" being 8,223.20 feet North and 8,563.44 feet East and 
running by azimuths measured clockwise from true South: 
1. 284° 01' 
2. 249° 13' 
3. 243° 34' 
4. 242° 05' 
s. 247° 24' 
6. 242° 42' 
7. 237° 18' 
B. 228° 12' 
9. 332° 58' 20" 
10. 48" 12' 
11. 57° 18' 
12. 62° 42 1 
13. 67° 24' 
14. 62° 05' 
15. 63° 34' 
16. 69° 13' 
17. 57° 22' 20" 
18. 172° 12' 58" 
Hila, Hawaii 
Jul 9 1981 
146.45 feet; 
85.26 feet; 
101.26 feet; 
163.01 feet; 
440.08 feet; 
248.58 feet; 
77.82 feet; 
117.13 feet; 
31.02 feet along "Kapoho State 1" Easement 
to a pipe; 
111.60 feet; 
81.63 feet; 
251.22 feet; 
439.92 feet; 
162.01 feet; 
103.12 feet; 
86.74 feet; 
157.28 feet to a point at the easterly side 
of the Pohoiki Road; thence along 
the easterly side of Pohoiki Road 
along a curve to the left having a 
radius of 182.00 feet, the chord azi-
muth and distance being: 
149.70 feet to the point of beginning and 
containing an area of 47,896 Square 
Feet or 1.0995 Acres. 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
By __ ~~~~-'~~/_cJ~~~~,]~·~'-'_-_-__ -r_· _'_"_·_----~­
Donald James Murray 
EXHII1IT "A" 
(continued} 
"KAPOHO STATE 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 
L .C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kana ina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii ~ 
Beginning at a point at a pipe at the west corner of this par-
cel of land, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to 
Government Survey Triangulation Station "Kaliu" being 8,982.83 feet 
North and 9,677.70 feet East and running by azimuths measured clock-
wise from true South: 
1. 242" 58' 
2. 332" 58 1 
3. 62" 58' 
4. 152" 58' 
Hilo 1 Hawaii 
July 9, 1981 
20" 
20 11 
20" 
20 11 
250.00 feet to a pipe; 
300.00 feet to a pipe; 
250.00 feet to a pipe; 
300.00 feet to the point of beginning 
and containing an area of 
75,000 Square Feet or 1. 7218 
Acres. 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
'";:5-.-:.--'----<£....1.. !::.1-,.-...1 ...,:,._/ rt'/u.,..~t;. 
By __ ~--~~=-~L:~,~~--------~c ____ _ 
Donald James Murray 
Registered Surveyor 
EXHIBIT "A" 
(continue~ 
\. 
. 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
---' 
rll:"' WtHiK W \' t-'Ht.P_\Rt':U !Y MA 
f"H t:'\11~ II '.lY '\t"l't:ltVJSION. 
. 
TMK: I · 4 01 ' 2 
July 10, l::lBI 
\ I 
'I 
' 
E.ASE.ME.NT 
.KAPOHO 5TATE. l. 
Geothc:.rm;;.l Well Site 
within L P 51?7 ;;>nd R P 44 ::>7, 
L.C.!>w. 5SS'::>,Ap;:,n;> S to C K~n;;.in;;. 
K;>poho,Pun;;>,l~l;>nd Of H;:,w;:,;t, H::>W::lll 
Survc y ;>nd PI ;;>n 
~' 0 Box. 5G., 
by Murr;:,y, Srntth 1', A-ssoct;;,k.s, Ltd--
Htlo, H;;Jw;;>tt. 
' ' 
EX HIP> IT "A" 
October 1, 1981 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mr. Steve Nishimoto 
FROM: Robert T. Chuck 
SUBJECT: Kapoho State No. 1 Well 
Attached for your information and files is a copy 
of correspondence and data concerning land survey of the 
Kapoho State No. 1 well site. 
RTC:It::~ ROBERT T. CHUCK 
Enc. 
THERMAL POWER 
Mr. Robert Chuck 
Manager and Chairman 
COMPANY 
Department of Water Land Development 
Post Office Box 373 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809 
Attention: Mr. Dan Lum 
Dear Dan: 
15 September 1981 
Enclosed is the Grade Plan for Kapoho State /11 Geothermal Well Site and the 
Road and Utility Easement for said well as surveyed by Mr. Donald James 
Murray. The top of the concrete cellar is 618.77' as shown on the Grade Plan for 
Kapoho State Ill. I would be more than happy to answer any questions that you 
may have regarding our drilling activity at Kapoho, Hawaii. 
LdL/lam 
Enclosure 
cc: J.M. Denton 
~ruly yours, 
~~ 
Lou deLeon 
Geologist 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATO MAS SFO 
EASEMENT 
"KAPOHO STATE 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 
L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 
Beginning at a point at a pipe at the west corner of this par-
cel of land, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to 
Government Survey Triangulation Station "Kaliu" being 8,982.83 feet 
North and 9,677.70 feet East and running by azimuths measured clock-
wise from true South: 
1. 242° 58 1 
2. 332° 58' 
3. 62° 58' 
4. 152° 58 1 
Hilo, Hawaii 
July 9, 1981 
20 11 
20 11 
20" 
20" 
250.00 feet to a pipe; 
300.00 feet to a pipe; 
250.00 feet to a pipe; 
300.00 feet to the point of beginning 
and containing an area of 
75,000 Square Feet or 1.7218 
Acres. 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
"""'- , .A -v. By v-.--:---._...,_;_~ C.:..~~ . ..~~ (',..-,1"";_J_'/ 
Donald James Murray 
Registered Surveyor 
I 
I 
I 
APOf<OVE.D. 
Pl:mning 
·' 
Din:.ctor 
I ',U~ 
GRADE. PLAN 
"KAPOHO STATE. I" 
' , I Geotherrn-;>\ Well Site: 
Within L. P Bl77 ;;,nd R P. 44":>7. 
L. CAw. BS'::>":l, Ap-;;,n-;> S to C. 1""'\:;,n-;.in;;J 
.. K~poho, Pun:;,, lsl01rd of H;Jw;~ll., H;;JW~l·l 
Survey ;.nd Pl;>n by Murr;)y. Srnith ·E A<:::.~oc.\-;;:,tc.s 1 Ltd 
P Q Box BG"? Hilo, H;lw:"ill 
,, 
I 
/' / .' 
ROAD AND UTILITY EASEMENT 
to 
"KAPOHO STATE 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 
L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 
Beginning at a point at the northwest corner of this parcel of 
land and on the easterly side of the Pohoiki Road, the coordinates of 
said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation 
Station "Ka1iu" being 8,223.20 feet North and 8,563.44 feet East and 
running by azimuths measured clockwise from true South: 
1. 284° 01' 
2. 249° 13' 
3. 243° 34 1 
4. 242° OS' 
5. 247° 24' 
6. 242° 42' 
7. 237° 18' 
B. 228° 12' 
9. 332° 58' 20" 
10. 48° 12' 
11. 57° 18' 
12. 62° 42' 
13. 67° 24' 
14. 62° 05' 
15. 63° 34' 
16. 69° 13' 
17. 57° 22! 20 11 
18. 172° 12' 58 11 
146.45 feet; 
85.26 feet; 
101.26 feet; 
163.01 feet; 
440.08 feet; 
248.58 feet; 
77.82 feet; 
117.13 feet; 
31.02 feet along "Kapoho State 1" Easement 
to a pipe; 
111.60 feet; 
81.63 feet; 
251.22 feet; 
439.92 feet; 
162.01 feet; 
103.12 feet; 
B6.74 feet; 
157.28 feet to a point at the easterly side 
of the Pohoiki Road; thence along 
the easterly side of Pohoiki Road 
along a curve to the left having a 
radius of 182.00 feet, the chord azi-
muth and distance being: 
149.70 feet to the point of beginning and 
containing an area of 47,896 Square 
Feet or 1.0995 Acres. 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
\ 
.. 
\ 
\ 
---' 
K W \"" ~·Ht".o\Rti:U 8Y MS 
'-lY C::!'!'~:JI\'ISJON. 
.A.. \-,__ •• ' n.-....... 
. --u-~-----·- ------- .. ,._ 
a at· 2 
, !:':>BI 
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\ I 
'I 
' 
E.ASE.ME.NT 
"KAPOHO ~TA.TE. 1· 
Geothc:.rm;>l Well Site 
Within LP e,l?7 ;>nd R P 44'J7, 
L. c. 1'>-w. e,ss'J, Ap:m;; s to C K~n;~in;. 
K;>poho, Pun;>, l~l;>nd of H;>w;>i i, H :!W;;>II 
Survc y ;>nd PI ;;>n 
i' 0 Bo><- BG? 
by Mur-r:~y. Srnrth 1', A"'>5ocr;;~ks, Ltd·-
Hrlo, H;;>W;;ill 
•.. ,;, 
.•. 
' ' 
EXHIBIT "8" 
I 
-
September 28, 1981 
Mr. LOU DeLeon 
Thermal Power Co. 
601 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 
Dear ~1r. DeLeon: 
Attached for your information is a copy of a staff 
memorandum on the measurement of static water level in the 
Kapoho State #1 geothermal well. 
RTC:DL:ko 
Attach. 
cc: Mr. Steve Nishimoto 
Very truly yours, 
ROBERT T. CHUCK 
Manager-Chief Engineer 
GEORGE R. ARIYOSHI 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DIVISION OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
P. 0. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
DIVISIONS: 
CONVEYANCES 
FISH AND GAME 
FORESTRY 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
• 
GEORGE R. ARIYOSHI 
GOVER "'OR 
DIVISIONS: 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
P. 0. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
Kapoho State No. 1 
TO: Thermal Power Company 
601 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 
fiSH AND GAME 
FORESTRY 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Your application for a permit to drill a geothermal 
well as follows, on lands included in State of Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources Geothermal Resources 
Mining Lease No. R-2, is approved: 
Well Designation: Kapoho State No. 1 
Location: TMK 1-4-01:2, Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 
Leased to: Kapoho Land Partnership 
Subleased to: Thermal-Dillingham 
Operator: Thermal Power Company 
Drilling Contractor: Thermal Power Company 
Ground Elevation: 600'+ 
Total Depth: 8000' 
You are hereby granted permission to drill the geothermal 
well described above in accordance with the Department's 
Regulation 8 and the following conditions: 
1. This permit shall become valid only upon receipt of: 
a. A Multi-Well Indemnity Bond in the amount of 
$250,000. 
b. A fully and properly executed Designation of 
Agent form. 
2. All work shall be performed in accordance with the 
Drilling and Completion Procedures submitted with your 
application, the Department's Regulation 8, and all other 
applicable Federal, State, and County laws, ordinances, 
rules and regulations. 
Geothermal Well Drilling Permit 
Kapoho State No. 1 
page 2 
3. If there are any contemplated changes in the 
proposed drilling operations or work, the applicant shall 
obtain the Chairman's approval prior to the execution of any 
such contemplated changes of work. 
4. After drilling first reaches a depth of approximately 
30 feet below sea level a one-gallon representative sample 
will be obtained and the elevation of the true ground water 
level established. 
5. The Department shall be notified, with reasonable 
time allowed for travel to the site, to measure and/or 
verify the measurement of the static water level. 
6. Under Items 7. (d) and 10. (e) of the Drilling 
Program, the open hole shall be logged for caliper, tempera-
ture, and borehole fluid resistivity. 
SUSUMU ONO, Chairman 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Date of Permlt 
bee: Hawaii County Planning 
" " D~t~W~~S~p~ 
State Dept of Health 
Land Management 
GEORGE A. ARIYOSHI 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
.. -· 
2 
STATE OF HAWAII 
Do;f.'~R;I"MENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
' •u.\ ~ .,. DIVISION OF LAND MANAGEMENT 
. { ~ P. O. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
~-fr .. ~'J. L. D'Olier 
Vice President 
Geothermal Operations 
coco Thermal Po1-1er Company 
601 California Street 
San ?rancisco, C~ 94108 
Dear Hr. D 1 0li~r: 
DIVISIONS: 
CONVEYANCES 
FISH AND GAME 
FORESTRY 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
This is to inforM you that at its meeting o~ 
:1arch 13, 19 81, the Board of Land and Natural 
'>esources approven your plan of operations for the 
bto exploratory geothermal wells identified as 
Yapoho State No. 1 a.nd Ka:;:>oh!' Stat~ No. :? • •, c:orw 
of the Boa~:'\ 1'\Ctl.on is enclosed" 
Very truly yours, 
Jl'.MES J. DETOR 
lard ''anagerr.ent 1\Clrrinistrator 
r:nclosure 
cc: Ha•,7aii Board "'!ember 
Hawaii District Land Office 
/DOWAI.D 
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 
A Hawaii Partnership ... 
' 
z~ ,,
'! 
June 21, 199? 
i~.: 6 
·~ i ,-;~,\ f 
Keith \•/. A hue, Chairperson 
Department of Land and Natural P~sources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 9~809 
7 
SUBJ: KS-1 PLUG AND ABANDON COI!PLETION REPORT 
Dear I! c. Ahue, 
,-,, 
( :. 
'; : ' ' i ~ 
Pursuant to the KS-1 PLUG AND ABANDONHENT PROGRAH approved by DLNR 
(-In llarcl! 10, 1993, Puna G~othermal Vf?nturf~ t1er~by submj_t.~: the re-
quired completion report. 
Should you or your staff have any questions, please contact me. 
~G--- Go.As 
Thomas G. Kizis - VQ\ 
Environmental 11anager 
c: 11. Tagomori 
S. !!orris 
G. Davidson 
Drilling 
1-lesqui te 
l'i1~~: t:S-1 
14-3860 Kapoho Pahoa Road, Pahoa, Hawaii 96778 • (808) 961-2786 • Facsimile (808) 935-5562 
Post Office Box 30, Pahoa, Hawaii 96778 
i 
' ! 
-:-
KS-1 P & A HISTORY 
~OR: 8942' R & 9838' E OF THE KALIU BERCHMARK 
BLBVll.!riOR: 613' ABOVE MSL. ALL DEP'.rllS RKB, 25' ABOVE G.L. 
05/01/93 Depth 7290' 
Moved in and rigged up Parker Drilling Company Rig i231. 
05/07/93 Depth 7290' 
05/08/93 
05/09/93 
Rigged up. Rig on day rate at 2300 hours. Function 
tested blow out prevention equipment. Ran in hole 
picking up 3~" drill pipe. 
Depth 7290' 
Ran in hole picking up 3~" drill pipe to top of cement 
plug at 1721'. Attempted to fill hole with water. Water 
level remaining at 650' . Rigged up Halliburton and 
pumped 10 barrels of water ahead followed by 50 cubic 
feet of Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% 
CFR-3 and 3% calcium chloride. Displaced with 6 barrels 
of water. Pulled out of hole and waited on cement 4 
hours. Ran in hole to top of cement at 1497'. Pulled 
out of hole. Removed blowout prevention equipment and 
expansion spool. Removed bit guide, packing and casing 
centralizer. Inspected cement around 7" casing. Unable 
to pull 7" casing. Reinstalled expansion spool and 
blowout prevention equipment. Halliburton pumped from 
surface 20 barrels of water ahead followed by 200 cubic 
feet Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 
Displaced with 5 barrels water. Shut in wellhead 
pressure was -4 psi (vacuum). Waited on cement. 
Depth 7290' 
Ran in hole with open ended drill pipe to 1497'. Pulled 
out of hole. Fluid level at 350'. Pumped 50 barrels of 
water. Fluid level at 240' . Closed blind rams. 
Halliburton pumped from surface 3 barrels of water and 
250 ft3 of Hawaiian cement premixed 40% SSA-1, 0. 65% CFR-
3 and 2% CACL:!· Displaced with 3 barrels of water.· 
Waited on cement. Ran in hole with open ended drill pipe 
to 1497' . Pulled out of hole. Fluid level at 240'. 
Filled hole with 10 barrels of water. Waited on cement. 
Closed blind rams. Howco pressure tested casing to 1500 
psi, pressure bled to 0 in 15 minutes. Ran in hole with . 
open ended drill pipe to 218'. Howco spotted 25 cubic ~-' 
feet Hawaiian cement with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 and 2%!~T 
CaCl from 218' to 102'. Pulled out of hole. Closed '$P 
blina rams and squeezed 4 barrels of cement with maximum..-~­
pressure of 1500 psi. c:nd fin~l pressure 9?0 psi.~fft 
Pressure bled to 20 ps~ ~n 15 m~nutes. Shut ~n welL)~~.·. 
Waited on cement. ·."':·~,:, 
1 
<.-:'""'_ · .•• · ,-... ·-~ •.. ·-··.~.:...-~:--; ·--. -:-. -::"-~ 
. - -- -.:. ~ . ·-··. ~-·. 
05/10/92 
05/11/93 
05/13/93 
--
05/14/93 
. --~ ---._ ·-;-·~ -- -·-:.·------;. 
•. _ .. 
Depth 7290' 
Pressure tested casing to 500 psi. Serviced leaks in 3" 
wing valve and 10• master valve. Pressure tested blow 
out prevention equipment and plug to 1500 psi, OK. Made 
up drilling assembly and ran in hole. Cleaned out cement 
from 223' to 324'. Ran in hole to 1497'. Tested casing 
to 500 psi surface pressure, OK. Cleaned out cement from 
1497' to 1632 • . 
Depth 7290 • 
Cleaned out cement from 1632' to 1721'. Circulated hole 
clean with full returns. Perfo=ed casing integrity test 
to 500 psi surface pressure. Pressure bled off in 5 
minutes. Tripped for open ended drill pipe to 1716 •. 
Halliburton mixed and pumped 50 cubic feet of Hawaiian 
cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 and 3% CAC~. 
Displaced cement with 9 barrels of water and pulled 7 
stands of drill pipe. Attempted to squeeze 7 barrels 
away. Pulled out of hole and waited on cement. Ran in 
hole and tagged top of cement at 1312' {calculated fill 
with no cement squeezed out). Pulled open ended drill 
pipe to 529 • • Halliburton mixed and pumped 50 cubic feet 
of Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 
and 3% CACLz. Displaced cement with 1 barrel of water. 
Pulled out of hole. Closed blind rams and squeezed 3 
barrels away at 500 psi surface pressure. Waited on 
cement. 
Depth 7290 • 
Mixed 10.5 PPG kill mud with cotton seed hulls. Cleaned 
out cement stringers from 371' to 500 •. Cleaned out 
solid cement from 500' to 731'. Cleaned out cement from 
1503' to 1742'. Circulated hole clean. Reconfigured 
pipe rams for snubbing operation. Rigged up power 
swivel. 
Depth 7290 • 
Rigged up and tested power swivel. Cleaned out cement 
from 1742' to 1901' with power swivel and 10.5 PPG mud. 
Hit collapsed casing at 1901'. Tripped for 6" concave 
mill. Unable to pass 233' with mill. Tripped for 3~· 
concave mill. Milled pilot hole from 1901' to 1931'. 
Tripped for 57/a" tapered mill. Cleaned out collapsing 
casing and pilot hole from 1811' to 1901'. 
Depth 7290 • "-'-~'­
Milled out tight spot in 9%" casing from 1901' to 1903 • ::'-~ 
with power swivel and 10.5 PPG mud. Cleaned out cement~""--" 
to 1911' with 57fa• tapered mill. Tripped for 5~" ~it. "'i~f 
Cleaned out cement from 1911' to 2312 • with power swl.vel_-;yc 
and 10.5 PPG mud. Ran in hole to top of 7" perforated ,_-, 
liner at 3874'. Circulated hole. Had sulphur water at 
2 
.. ·,·-· 
surface with 75 ppm HzS and 14,000 ppm C02 • Shut 
and rigged up to abate using Halliburton to pwnp 
through wing valve at 1/s BPM. Circulated hole 
choke. Opened rams and circulated hole clean. 
for open ended drill pipe and circulated hole. 
HzS at surface. 
in well 
caustic 
through. 
Tripped ~; 
Had no 
05/15/93 P.B. Depth 3307' 
05/16/93 
05{11{93 
.· 
'~: .. 
" .-:-·;-::: :·: .. -.-. -_ ~ -- ...... ~·· .. 
With open ended drill pipe at 3874', Halliburton pumped 
5 barrels of water ahead followed by 106 cubic feet of 
Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1 and 0.65% CFR-3. 
Displaced cement with 5 barrels of water and 22 barrels 
of mud. Pulled 7 stands. Shut well in and squeezed 2 
barrels down hole at 1200 psi surface pressure. Waited 
on cement. Conditioned mud in storage tanks. Ran in 
hole to solid plug of barite and gel (calcium alumna 
silicate) at 3307' . Plugged pipe. Tripped to unplug 3~· 
saw tooth single. Circulated and conditioned mud at 
3307'. Ran pressure and temperature survey to 3290'. 
Pressure gradient was normal and the temperature at 
bottom was 187 degrees F. 
P.B. Depth 500' 
With pipe hung at 3307' , Halliburton pumped 5 barrels of 
water ahead followed by 85 cubic feet of Hawaiian cement 
premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0. 65% CFR-3 and 3% calcium 
chloride. Displaced cement with 5 barrels of water and 
19.5 barrels of mud. Pulled drill pipe to 2117' • 
Halliburton pumped 86 cubic feet of Hawaiian cement 
premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0. 65% CFR-3 and 3% calcium 
chloride. Displaced cement with 10 barrels of mud. Laid 
down excess drill pipe. Waited on cement. Tagged top of 
cement at 1788'. Pulled to 1114'. Halliburton pumped 2 
barrels of water ahead followed by 129 cubic feet of 
Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 and 
3% calcium chloride. Displaced cement with ~ ba=el 
water and 1~ barrels of mud. Laid down drill pipe and 
tools. Waited on cement. Tagged top of cement at 500'. 
All plug settings witnessed by Eric Tanaka, DLNR. . .• ,.,:, 
P. B. Depth Surface ... c·. 
Nippled down BOPE and master valve. Ran in hole with 3~· 
drill pipe to 250'. Halliburton pumped 50 cubic feet of 
Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 and· 
3% calcium chloride. Had good cement returns to surface 
Pulled out of hole. Halliburton filled well bore 
Hawaiian cement premixed with 40% SSA-1, 0.65% CFR-3 
3% CaC12 slurry to surface. Nippled down equipment 
cleaned mud tanks. Released rig at 2400 hours. The 
A will be completed by cutting off the wellhead 
welding a plate on the casing and removing ·~A~ 
backfilling the cellar. 
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PUNA GEOTHERMAL VE~TURE 
A Hawaii Partnership '"·':. ~.' ,' '::. J 
December 29, 1992 
Mr. William Paty, Chairperson 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 96809 
1"",~ r-M "'r 
....,.=:.,. jj~, ...... ..Jj 
'--,._ 
SUBJECT: PROPOSED PLANS TO ABANDON WELLS KS-1 AND KS-2 
Dear Mr. Paty, 
A 9: 56 
As requested by staff from your Division of Water and Land 
Development on November 4, 1992, Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV) 
hereby submits plans to abandon wells Kapoho state 1 (KS-1) and 
Kapoho State 2 (KS-2) for your approval. These plans are pursuant 
to the requirements of Chapter 183 (Leasing and Drilling of 
Geothermal Resources), Subchapter 11, Sections 13-183-81 through 
83. 
We have been mandated to perform these abandonments as per your 
letter to PGV of December 13, 1991. We have subsequently requested 
an extension of time from the DLNR to complete these operations and 
have submitted the required change in plan of operation for your 
review and approval. 
If your staff has any questions or would like additional 
information, please have them contact me. 
Sincerely, 
~.~-~s 
Environmental Manager 
TGK/sls 
cc: 
Files: 
Memo: 
J. Lewin (DOH) 
s. Morris 
M. Tagamori (DLNR) 
Drilling File 
KS-1/KS-2 
A:21540.TK 
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14-3860 Kapoho Pahoa Road, Pahoa, Hawaii 96778 o (808) 961-2786 o Facsimile (808) 935-5562 
Post Office Box 30, Pahoa, Hawaii 96778 
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ooL~NT DEP~TMENT OF lJIND f#J Nil, T URAL RESOU<CE S . NJ. ,, UA.C OR ATTACHED WORKSHEET \_ DATE: .l~nn~ru 11 1 00> ,-
SRC/ <;osf co- '---
F YR APP D OBJ CTR PROJECT PH ACT N'OLNT NAME/DESCRIPTION (WJV-.K> INPUT) 
G 00 000 c 1022 0741 (1) 200.00 -2~~zM~~------
- -- --- - ---- ---- ------ -- ---
(2) 
--------------------- -- ---
- ---- ---- ------ -- ---
- -- ---
- ---- ---- ------ -- ---
(3) 
--------------------
- -- --- - ---- ---- ------ -- ---
(4) 
--------------------
TOTAL 
R~KS: LINE (1) KS-1 & KS-2, P&A Plan fees 
LINE (2) 
LINE (3) 01/11/93 !!00561! CHECK 200.00 
LINE (4) 
':\~ 
---- ------ L __ 
j 
/lA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 
DELUXE FORM WYC-2 y.z 
DAlE 
DESCRIPTION 
AMOUNT 
12/18/92 2231 - KS-1 & KS-2, P&A Plan Fees 799:6161 $200.00 
----------~J~; ________________ j#l_~-~-~-·~·~·~·~~~~uu:~:o:~~L~~~£~CK~~20~0~.~0~0 ----_J' 
·.1· 
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PGV CONST. 
9 5!81'11l PACK AND """ 
UN !lit Ht\NOcR ® 710' 
TEL:SOB-935-5562 Mar Oil. 91 
11:32 No.022 P.15 
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GLc U'KD 
20" K-5594N BT&C CONDUCTOR SI3T AT 71' CMT'l'O SURf' ACE 
1J J/8" K-55 5~.~/0IR BT&C SURFAC!i (',,G. 
~ET AT 903', CMT TO SURFACE 
7" SU<GV!l N-80 2611 PT&C IIUNG TO 1889", 
CMT TO SURFACE 
9 518" N·8040/T PRODUef!ON UNGR (WITH TIE BACK) 
SET AT 4072'. CMT TO SURFACE 
FISH@ 4YIO ·· 4807 
7" K-55/N-60 231Z9111lTol<C SLOTTE!> 
PROJ)UCTION LINilR HUNG TO 7216' 
DRILLERS TD ~ 7290' 
r 
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 
A Hawaii Partnership 
December 30, 1992 
John c. Lewin, M.D., Director 
State Department of Health 
P.O. Box 3378 
Honolulu, HI 96801 
SUBJ: PLUG AND ABANDON PLANS FOR WELLS KS-1, KS-2 AND KS-8 
Dear Dr. Lewin, 
Attached for your information are our plug and abandon plans for 
wells Kapoho State 1, 2 and 8. These plans have been submitted to 
DLNR for their review and approval. 
If you have any questions, please contact myself or the staff at 
the DLNR Division of Water and Land Resources. 
Sincerely, . ~.C::.'~s 
Environmental Manager 
TGKfsls 
cc: 
File: 
Memo: 
T. Arizumi (DOH) 
s. Morris 
Drilling File 
KS-1, KS-2, KS-8 
A:21542:TK 
14·3860 Kapoho Pahoa Road. Pahoa, Hawaii 96778 • (808) 961-2786 • Facsimile (808) 935-5562 
Post Office Box 30, Pahoa, Hawail 96778 
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KS-1 P & A PROGRAM 12/29/92 
c-:c Hr,o 1 •)2: U6 
vv \"Jni\ 
1. Move in and rig up a suitable workover unit. 
2 .1 ';' :Jtl:~~~)-~f;:Jnql test BOPE above the 10" - 300 master valve. 
A. BOPE will consist of pipe and CSO rams, annular preventor 
and stripper. 
B. Have test witnessed by DLNR. 
3. Rig up to drill out temporary suspension plug above the shoe 
of the 7" casing. 
A. Use the existing KS-9 sump and baroid 100 bbl mixing 
tank. 
B. Use a 6" or smaller bit. 
c. Cement is estimated to be from 1750' to 2153'. 
D. Well schematic attached. 
4. Be prepared to kill well while drilling cement, and kill well 
after drilling cement. Keep well dead with water. 
5. RIH with bit to top of 7" perforated liner at approximately 
3870' and POH. 
6. RIH open ended to the 9-5/8'' shoe at 4072'. 
7. Displace a minimum of 200 lineal feet of cement with silica 
flour and retarders as required. 
A. If necessary, squeeze cement out of 9-5/8" shoe with 
surface pressure. 
B. Tag cement after it sets. 
8. Displace a minimum of 250 lineal feet of silica flour cement 
inside the shoe of the 9-5/8" casing (come at least 50'above 
the top of the 7" liner). 
A. Tag the plug after it sets. 
B. Have plug setting and tagging witnessed by DLNR. 
9. Pressure test casing 
A. Fill well with fluid and apply pressure at wellhead to 
simulate cement plugs and mud hydrostatic pressure 
B. Hold Pressure for 30 minutes. 
C. If casing hold enough pressure to support mud and cement 
and no pressure drop occurs, set plug as follows: Mud 
from 3800' to 2100', cement to 1700', mud to 1100', 
cement to 500', mud to 280' and cement to 50'. 
10. If drop in casing test pressure recorded, tag the cement plugs 
in step 9 or circulate cement off the top of each plug as 
directed by DLNR representative. 
11. Fill all open annuli solid with cement to the surface. 
12. Rig down and move off. 
13. Cut off casing at the bottom of the cellar. 
14. Fill casing from 50' to surface with redi-mix cement and weld 
plate on top of cut off. 
15. Remove cellar and restore surface location, as near as 
practicable, to its original condition. 
·.• PG'' CONST. T~L:808-935-5552 
Mar Oil.9J 
PUNA GEO~HERMAL VENTURE 
WELL STnTUS RCPORT 
EXISTING PRODUCTION WBLL3 
PUNA GEOTHBRHAL VENTURE SITE 
11:31 No.022 P.12 
Page 1 
Th• 
axi•t:l.ng 
Vent.ure 
shown in 
following ia a summary ot 
production well located 
designated project area. 
Figure 1. 
~ne current atatu• of the 
on the Puna Geothermal 
Th~ well locations are 
1. KS-1 (Figure 2) 
Production well KS-1 waB plugged with cement by thermal 
Power on April 26, 1~63. The plug war. set from a depth of 
li50 feet to a depth of 2153 teet. The well is completed 
with a single 2000~ master gate valve which is maintained in 
the oloHed position and is locked. Wellhead piessure is 
stable et 6 p~i. The aas observed whon the preeeure is bled 
through the ~ide valve contains no H2S. 
2. KS-2 ~Figure 3) 
P~oduetion well KS-2 was plugged with cement by Thermal 
Power on March 29, 1983. Th~ plug was sot from ~ dept~ of 
2964 feet to a depth of 3175 teet. The well 1~ completed 
with e 3ingle 2000# master Qate valve which is maintained in 
the closed position and is locKed. There iG no pressure at 
the wcllhe .. d. 
~. KS-lA (Figure 41 
Production well KS-lA was plugged with cement by Puna 
Geothermal Venture on June 1, 1969. The plug was set from a 
depth of 3542 teet to a depth of 3692 feet. The well is 
completed wi~n two 3000# mnster gate valves which arc 
maintained in the closed position and are locked. There is 
no pressure at the wellhead. 
4. KS-3 (Figure 5, 6) 
Production well KS-3 wns completed by PGV on January 
25, 1991. The well was drilled to e measured depth 7406 
feet. A 511' fish was left in the bottom of the hol~. ThG 
well 1s currently ghut in with water in the casing to the 
wellhead, The wellhead pressure is 5 psi. No gas eap has 
been observed to date. 
S. Injection Well KS-7 (Fi9ure 7, B) 
KS-7 was spudded on January 30, 1991, 13-3/S" K-55 54# 
BT&C casinq was set and cemented to 1020 feet. During the 
drilling ot the 12-l/4" hol&, an unanticipated high 
teMperature, high pressure zone was encountered in the 1500 
pgv\wellatat 03/03/!ll 
'J>GV CDNST. TEL:SOS-935-5562 Mar Oil, 91 
11:31 No.022 P.13 
PUNA GEOTHE~MAL VENTURE Page 2 
foot to 1678 foot interval. The hole bridged at a depth ot 
1277 feet. A cement plug was plaa•d from 12?7 feet to a 
depth of 740 feet. Drilling op•rations are Gurrently 
suspended for this well with the rig on the hole and the BOP 
in place. Pressure and te~parature ln the casing and 
adjacent monitoring well MW-2 are being monitored daily. No 
H2S gas ha~ been detected from either well. 
6. Honitoring\Wa"ter Supply Well HW-1 {Figure 9) 
HW-1 was completed by PGV on December 30, 1990 to a 
depth of 731 teet. A 75 hp submer~ible pump was installed 
~nd the well was put in service to supply wate• for 
produc&ion drilling operations and fire protection. Tho 
well is also sampled periodically a~ pa•& ot the Hydrologic 
Monitoring Pro~ram. 
7. Monitoring Well NW-2 (ligure 101 
Hw-2 was campletod on January 21, 1991 to a depth of 
646 teet. The woll completed with 4" pipe which is 
perforated in tho bottom 50 feet, The well is sampled 
per1oaicallY as p&rt of the Hydrologic Honicoring Program. 
pgv\wellato.t 03/03/91 
. !>GV CDNST . TEL:SOS-935-5562 
Mar 04.91 11:31 No.022 P.14 
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Mr. William Paty 
Chairperson 
A 7 : 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, HI 96809 
Subject: Puna Geothermal Venture 
Quarterly Well Monitoring Report 
Dear Mr. Paty, 
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As requested by the Department 
(DLNR), Puna Geothermal Venture 
following quarterly well reports 
1A and Kapoho State 2. 
of Land and Natural Resources 
(PGV) respectfully submits the 
for Kapoho State 1, Kapoho State 
The results of the attached well reports indicate that the wellhead 
pressures for each of the PGV wells remained static during the 
previous three months. No H2S was detected at any of the 
wellheads. All master valves and side valves for the three wells 
were serviced, function tested, and found to be in good operating 
condition. If there are any questions, or if more information is 
required, please feel free to contact the PGV office in Hilo at 
961-2786. 
Sincerely, 
~~~~tV-
Field Manager 
Attachment 
cc: B. Clark w/encl. 
Z. Reiss w/encl. 
J. Sternfeld w/encl. 
PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE CONSTRUCTION 
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P.O. Box 1337 • Hila, Hawaii 96721-1337 e Telephone 1808) 961·2786 e 
Facsimile (808) 935·5562 
QUARTERLY WELL REPORT 
KAPOHO STATE 1 
Months Covered Under This Report: July, 1990 - September, 1990 
Date Pressure (psi) Comments 
July 02, 1990 < 1 
July 04, 1990 < 1 
July 08, 1990 < 1 
July 11, 1990 < 1 
July 15, 1990 < 1 
July 18, 1990 < 1 
July 22, 1990 < 1 
July 25, 1990 < 1 
July 29, 1990 < 1 
August 03, 1990 < 1 
August 06, 1990 < 1 
August 10, 1990 < 1 
August 13, 1990 < 1 
August 17, 1990 < 1 
August 20, 1990 < 1 
August 24, 1990 < 1 
August 27, 1990 < 1 
August 31, 1990 < 1 
September 03, 1990 < 1 
September 07, 1990 < 1 
September 10, 1990 < 1 
September 14, 1990 < 1 
September 17, 1990 < 1 
September 21, 1990 < 1 
September 24, 1990 < 1 
September 28, 1990 < 1 
. " 
9 5/8 TIE BACK AND .?r 
LINER HANGER@ 710' 
.... 
FIGURE 2 
GL= 18'KB 
b. 2U" K-55 Y4# IJT&C CONOUCIOK SET AT'/ J' CMT TO SURFACE 
13 3/8" K-55 54.5/61# BT&C SURFACE CSG . 
SET AT 903', CMT TO SURFACE 
7" SLEEVE N-80 26# BT&C HUNG TO 1889', 
CMT TO SURFACE 
9 5/8" N-80 40# PRODUCTION LINER (WITH TIE BACK) 
SET AT 4072', CMT TO SURFACE 
FISH @ 4570 - 4807 
7" K-55/N-80 23/29/1 BT&C SLOTTED 
PRODUCTION LINER HUNG TO 7216' 
DRILLERS TD = 7290' 
24 October 1988 
Mr. William Paty, Chairman 
Board of Land & Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 PUnchbowl Street #220 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
Dear Mr. Paty: 
" h u 
Lease/Drilling Bonds 
PUrsuant to State Administrative Rules Title 13, Chapter 183, Sections 34 and 
68, we submit the attached bonds with Amor VIII corporation as Principal and 
American Motorists Insurance Company as SUrety. These new Amor VIII bonds 
will replace bonds previously submitted by Thermal Power Company 
Bonds 
R-1 Performance bond 
R-2 Performance bond 
R-4 Performance bond 
Well Indemnity bond 
Ormat/Amor VIII 
3SM 714 750 00 
3SM 714 751 00 
3SM 714 752 00 
3SM 714 749 00 
Thermal Power 
553 4472 
553 4471 
930 4593 
567 7792 
As always, if you have any questions regarding the above matter, or 
require additional information, please do not hesitate to call our office at 
524-8940 through October 28th. 
We are in the process of relocating our office to Hilo. After November 
15, 1988 please foward any correspondence to us at: 
Ormat Energy Systems, Inc. 
101 Aupuni Street Suite 1014-B 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
(808) 961-2184 Fax: 961-3531 
. l I Smcere y youps ,f .. 
41& 
)_#cuP~ Y/j~ ~'J' Maurice A. Richard t Hawaii Regional 
Development !1anager 
encl 
!1AR/cn: 0034 
cc: 11. Shimabukuro-DLNR 
ORMAT ENERGY SYSTEMS INC. 220 S. King St. 111750 Hon., HI 96813 
' (808) 524-8940 
610 East Glendale Ave., Sparks, Nevada 89431-5811 • Telephone (702)356-9111 • Facsimile (702)356-9125 • Telex 170030 
This Bond Replaces Bond No. 567 7792 
BONk .. o, . 3SM .714 749 00 
CEOTHERM,A,L RESOU!tCU Y.'ELLINDI!.MNITV UOND 
($2,0,000 Statewide Well Bond) 
Premium $7,500.00 Per Yr 
KNOW ALL MI!.N BY THI1.SI!. Pf\11.Sl!.NT51 
That we1 Amor VIII Corporation, II prlnclpal1 and America)l Motorists Insurance Co • 
. Of&lnlted and IKIJlln& under and by virtue ol the Jawa or the STAT£ OI'Illinois and 
tuthorl&ed to trannc:t eurety buslneu ln the STMB Of H,\Vrf\11 1 at aurety, are held 
and firmly bound unto tht State oi Hawellln the full and Just aum ol TWO HUNDRED 
I 
ru'TV THOUSAND AND N0/100 DOLLAR.$ ($2lO,OOO,OO) lewful money oJ. the United 
Stat11l oJ America, to be paid to tht said Stale ol Hawaii, lor which payment, well and 
truly to be made, we do t>eraby bind ouullvtl, our helra1 ueeuton1 administrators,. 
aueeuson and aul&ns, Jointly and aeverally, llrmly by theae presenu, 
$1gnad, tuled, delivered and dated· this --....:7-t.::.h- day of __ o_ct_o ... b-er ___ , 
1' 88 • 
-
THE CONDITION Of THE. /.BOVlt OBl.IOATION IS SUCH THI\T1 
Y.'Hf.REAS.,aald principal Is about to acquire, drUI, redrUI1 deepen, Optrate1 maintain 
or abandon • &eothermal resources wella ln 1ht State of Hawall and h required to lile 
\his bond In conner:Uon therewith In ar:cordance '111\h Rule 9.- oJ Resul•Uon I of the 
Department of Land and Natura.! l\uourcu1 Stale ol Hawaii. 
NOW, THI:.FI.EFOR.E, If uld Amor VIII Corporation • 1 thf: 
above bounden prlnclral, ahaU well and trUly comply wltllilrthe provblona of aald 
Regulation I 111d ahal obey all lawful orders of tht ChalrmtJI ol the Board ol land and 
1-Jatural Resourcet, or tlla repreumtatlve1 11 not appealed to tlltt ·Soard ol Land and 
Natural Ruourcu, or upon .tflrmanc:e . thereof by the Bolrd ol Land 1111d Natural 
ltesourcu, If appealed thereto1 and ahaiJ··pey all charges, eo1t1, and e~tpensea Incurred 
by the Chairman .o( his repreaentatlve, In respect ol fuCh well or the propt:rty or 
propertlu of uld ptihclpal, or assessed against auch well or the property or properties 
ol auch prindpal, In pursu•nce or the provblone .of uld lter;ulation a, thtn thl• 
obll&atlon shaU be voldJ otherwlse1 lt a hall temaln.lrrlull forca, tnt!. eUect. 
ApPrond .UJo lorm1 . 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ) 
COUNI'Y OF Los Angeles l 
ss. 
'· . 
Amor VIII Corporation, j 
BY• ~f/;J-f)~ 
r 1 
GROUP 
I I 
J n-pn this ---- day of ----'·...:c'.:..:.· 1--'G'"--'-7-· '~;;~i91ollSB;..-- 19 __ , . before me Angela A. Rego 
... __ ------~ 
' . ' 
AMERICAN MOTORISTS INSURA•'ICE COMPANY 
Home Office: Long Grove, IL 60049 
POWER OF ATTORNEY 
Know All Men By These Presents: 
That the American Motorists Insurance Company, a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Illinois, and 
having its principal office in Long Grove, Illinois, does hereby appoint • • • •• • • • • •• • •• • •• • •• •• • •• •••• • • •••• ••• • • • • • * 
William J. Shupper of Los Angeles, California****************************** 
its true and lawful agent(s) and attomey(s)-in-fact, to make, execute, seal, and deliver during the period beginning with the date of 
issuance of this power and ending December 31, 1988, unless sooner revoked for and on its behalf as surety, and as its act and 
deed: Any and all bonds and undertakings provided the amount of no one bond 
or undertaking exceeds TWO MILLION DOLLARS {$2,000,000.00)***************** 
EXCEPTION: NO AUTHORITY is granted to make, execute, seal and deliver any bond or undertaking which guarantees the 
payment or collection of any promissory note, check, draft or letter of credit. 
This authority does not permit the same obligation to be split into two or more bonds in order to bring each such bond within the 
dollar limit of authority as set forth herein. 
This appointment may be revoked at any time by the American Motorists Insurance Company. 
The execution of such bonds and undertakings in pursuance of these presents shall be as binding upon the said American Motorists 
Insurance Company as fully and amply to all intents and purposes, as ifthe same had been duly executed and acknowledged by its 
regularly elected officers at its principal office in Long Grove, Illinois. 
THIS APPOINTMENT SHALL CEASE AND TERMINATE WITHOUT NOTICE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1988. 
This Power of Attorney is executed by authority of a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors of said American Motorists 
Insurance Company on May 20, 1981 at Long Grove, Illinois, a true and accurate copy of which is hereinafter set forth and is 
hereby certified to by the undersigned Secretary as being in full force and effect: 
"VOTED, That the Chairman of the Board, the Chairman, the President, or any Vice President, or their appointees designated in writing and filed 
with the Secretary, or the Secretary shall have the power and authority to appoint agents and attorneys-in-fact, and to authorize them to execute 
on behalf of the Company, and attach the seal ofthe Company thereto, bonds and undertakings, recognizances, contracts of indemnity and other 
writings, obligatory in the nature thereof, and any such officers of the Company may appoint agents for acceptance of process:' 
This Power of Attorney is signed, sealed and certified by facsimile under and by authority of the following resolution adopted by 
the Board of Directors of the Company at a meeting duly called and held on the 20th day of May, 1981: 
"VOTED, That the signature of the Chairman of the Board, the Chairman, the President, any Vice President, or their appointees designated in 
writing and filed with the Secretary, and the signature of the Secretary, the seal of the Company and certifications by the Secretary, may be affixed 
by facsimile on any power ofattorney or bond executed pursuant to resolution adopted by the Board of Directors on May 20th, 1961 and any 
such power so executed, sealed and certified with respect to any bond or undertaking to which it is attached, shall continue to be valid and 
binding upon the Company:• 
In Testimony Whereof, the American Motorists l~vrance Company has caused this instrument t,Q be signed and its corporate seal 
to be affixed by its authorized officers, this O"Ch day of August , 19 ~-
Attested and Certified: AMERICAN MOTORISTS INSURANCE COMPANY 
By 
W. ennett, a Notary Public, do hereby certify that G. H. Kasbohm and R. H. Johnson personally known to me to be the 
same ns whose names are respectively as Vice President and Secretary of the American Motorists Insurance Company, a 
Corporation of the State of Illinois, subscribed to the foregoing instrument, appeared before me this day in person and severally 
acknowledged that they being thereunto duly authorized signed, sealed with the corporate seal and delivered the said instrument 
as the free and voluntary act of said corporation and as their own free and voluntary act for the uses and purposes therein set forth . 
My commission expires: November 18, 1988 
FM 636-4 7-116 1M 
Power of Attorney-Term 
f"'l'irn....__ 
. f/) 
Olga W. Bennett, Notary Public 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
October 7, 1987 
Mr. Ralph A. Patterson 
Project f·.lanap,-er 
Thermal Power Compuny 
220 South King Street. Suite 1750 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear l'clr. Pntterson: 
In accord,;Ecc with Section 13-183-6 of the Dcpartr:Jcnt of Land nnd 
Natural Resources' Administrative P.ulcs on the Leasinr,: and Drillinp: of 
Geothermal Resources, our Division will begin conductin~~ bi-weekly 
inspections 0f ~~<'othermal wells--Kapoho State Ho. 1, 2, and 1-A. 
Since vehicull!r access to the wells would facilitate inspec11on, we 
respectfully request e key to the access gate at the r:;eothermal project 
site for use by our inspector on Hawaii, f\1!". ~-.lo:r1•in Ota. 
\'iP. look .forward to your considcrt\tion &.r!d cooperHtior·. nr this 
rntttter. Should you have nny questions, please contr.ct ~·-'Jr. f;r-n1·~e 
f''atsur.oto at 548-7619. 
DN:DL:dh 
Sincerely, 
l\lANABU TAGOclClf\! 
'.lahag-er-Chicf EnginePr 
\ 
' 
THERMAL POWER 
COMPANY 
22 July 1983 
-, ,, : 'i i 
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1 ·•' 
Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 
._ , . ~ ... -vu;;cEs 
~TME OF HAWAII 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
. ~--
Board of Land 
.-;--
and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Bldg. Room 130 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
I r:·, 
;:;:(_·,; 
~ _,_, __ 
-
In your May 23rd letter requesting a report on the April 12th H2S incident 
on the Kapoho State Ill geothermal well location, you requested several items. 
One of the items requested was a copy of Water Resources International's 
report on the incident. I have subsequently had some conversations with Water 
Resources and learned that they have not prepared a separate report on the 
incident. In view of that, I have asked what measures they have taken since 
their drilling contract with us was completed which would insure that nothing 
similar could happen in the future. Their response has been to provide a copy of 
an invoice which lists safety equipment they have recently acquired. 
JMD/crn 
cc: Mr. E. C. Craddick, Water Resources International 
Mr. W. L. D'Olier, Thermal Power Company 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
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Sold To: 
r 
b~ t,:-, , I::._. 1~ ·nbelt Oil Field Services, lnf 
P. 0. Box 14691 
Baton Rouge, LA 70898-4691 
INVOICE 
N£ 001166 
WATER RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL 
P.O. BOX 4398 
Rb~~fYiEil Service for: ---,:--------------
Rig No: -~4-r:--,-------ll\,1-~tA'\'>f-( -92"-1-~ -1'19lA8RJ-
Location: Hawaii 
HILO, HAWAII 96720 
L 
Sunbelt Job# : -------,"""'r-n-""TTT""~ Bi<NjWRI!-HILO 
Date Date on Date Off Purchase Order No: 
5/20/83 5/18/83 
QUANITY l;fi-$ 
-(' /.1 ~~-r 'f rcPE~S:RIPT~ lA ,,.,, "' NO. OF DAYS UNIT COST TOTAL 
, 
1 ea TAC Model 303 ~ 2S Monitior with 4 he' ds ,/ 4 000.00 4 000.00 
600 ft ./ 1..-Sensopr cable 400.00 400.00 
1 ea Junction Box .,; 300.00 300.00 
1 ea T AC Model 3000 Calibrator w/ tubes ~ 1,200.00 1,200.00 
1 ea Gas teck pump -,/ 176.00 176.00 
10 bxs H2S tubes (5 41 & 5 ea 4H) J 2.10 210.00 
2 ea Scott 30 minuteoak t<foo•r:>u 850.00 1,700.00 
1 ea Robertshaw resuscitator ./ 614.00 614.00 
-
2 ea Emergency strobe light & cble '7 oo. 00 175.00 175.00 
2 ea Emergency siren and cable L 175.00 175.00 
Freight and exoenses to be billed on 
senara te in voice 
/7 ./) 
~-/l~Q. ~f-··___y~ 
"''J 
p 
o-;.-'1..1 Y}--
Sub-Total 9,000.00 9,000.00 
--
~ . '.-:- L ~--O?d-?3 Tax 
·······-· 
\ ' '' /, ') . .. .... 
. .. ~-- ... ;v··-· 
. , :. '), ~ EJt:v ; TOTAL 9,000.00 9,000.00 \, --~- 'f , .. 
I ~. I :· 
r >. f- ?N/- ~--- ' .. 
I "( ,. '. Net 30 days 
THERMAL POWER·· .·; 
Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
Board of Land & Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Bldg. Rm. 130 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
COMPANY 
25 May 1983 
Enclosed is a report on the accident at the Kapoho State 1 geothermal well 
location on State Mining Lease R-2, which occurred on April 12, 1983. I believe 
it fully describes the actions which led to the accidental inhalation of H2S gas 
and the serious effort which has been made to ensure that a similar accident will 
never happen again. If you have any questions, please give me a call at 91111-
55115. 
enclosure 
JMD/crn 
'· 
j 
. 
' -rTl:~::o 
cc: Sidney Fuke, Hawaii County Planning Dept. ro-; :,::;P. 
-f 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
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PUNA GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 
Thermal Power Company, Operator 
Report on H2S Gas Incident on 12 April 1983 
Geothermal Well: Kapoho State 1 
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-2 
Puna District, Hawaii County, Hawaii 
Puna Geothermal Venture (PGV), Lessee under the referenced Lease No. R-2, 
completed two geothermal wells on this property in 1981 and 1982. Thermal 
Power Company, Operator for PGV, commenced remedial operations on the well 
Kapoho State 1 on April 5, 1983 utilizing the contracted services of Water 
Resources International, Inc., Drilling Rig No. lf and its drilling crewmen employ-
ees. A Geothermal Drilling Permit extension was issued on March 18, 1983 for 
this specific work. 
Well operations on Kapoho State 1 involved the difficult task of suppressing a 
1250 psig shut-in wellhead pressure in order to access the wellbore for remedial 
work to improve casing conditions and the well's flowing capacity. This well 
produces, with its geothermal effluent, an H2S gas component of approximately 
1100 parts per million concentration. The wellhead pressure suppression or "kill" 
task required water injection into 3" gates or sideports in the wellhead expansion 
spool. Following initial water injection efforts which did not much reduce well-
head pressure, a complete rework of the wellhead blowout prevention equipment 
(BOP) on April 11th was made by the drilling crews under Thermal's on site direc-
tion before resumption of water injection. This work proceeded under the 
Operator's orders to WRI that persons were not to enter the geothermal wellhead 
cellar without task specific instructions. The cellar, which encloses the wellhead, 
is a 10-foot square and 10-foot deep recess below ground level. It is the lowest 
point in the vicinity of the wellhead and is known to be a place where H2S could 
gather, if released. 
-2-
Crewman Stanley De Mars, without notice, discussion or permission, entered the 
cellar alone about 3:30a.m. on April 12th and opened a threaded union which 
connected a Chiksan 2" diameter flexible steel pipe line to a closed 3" gate on the 
expansion spool. This line had been used for water injection into the wellhead and 
was in its place, made up, not leaking, and attached to the wellhead because it 
was to be used for water injection following BOP checkout. De Mars removed a 
2-foot piece of the Chiksan pipe and left the cellar for an estimated 15-minute 
time interval in which he discovered he had ·made a needless action. De Mars, 
again entered cellar, reportedly without notice or caution, and in attempting to 
reconnect the Chiksan pipe to the 3" gate, inhaled H2S, got dizzy and fell off a 
walkway and 3 feet down to the cellar floor. Fortunately, De Mars was heard or 
noticed and Rod Haili, intending immediate help, entered the cellar but also 
collapsed. A Thermal representative (a consulting drilling engineer), seeing this 
initial action, ran immediately for one of several Scott airpack respirators which 
throughout all PGV drilling, flow testing and remedial operations, have been 
maintained on site. Two additional crewmen, Ahuna and Hauanio, then entered 
the cellar without protection, and fortunately got De Mars, Haili and themselves 
out of the cellar. The Scott respirator arrived at the wellhead as the four men 
were exiting the cellar. All four men, stunned by the H2S gas, had to rest and 
clear their lungs. Prompted by both the WRI supervisor and the Thermal 
representative, they then drove themselves to the Hilo Hospital for medical 
examinations by a duty doctor, Dr. Fred Holschuh. Two of the crewmen returned 
to the rig by 6:00 a.m. on April 12th, one went home at that time, and De Mars 
remained several hours longer in the hospital for further evaluation of his back 
and head pains from his fall. 
The H2S gas which impacted the four crewmen in the cellar gathered there after 
the 2-foot piece of the Chiksan line was disconnected from the 3" gate. The gate 
was known to leak trace amounts of H2S gas when fully closed. However, no gas 
was known to be leaking into the cellar when the Chiksan pipe was securely 
connected to the 3" gate. The piping was being maintained in this securely 
connected position in order to continue with water injection after the BOP 
checkout. 
-3-
Thermal's review indicates that the drilling crew involved had a long accident free 
record working together, through the original drilling and completion of both 
Kapoho State I and 2 and the following remedial operations. This amounts to 
more than I 70-days of rig operations under contract to Thermal Power Company. 
We regard WRI crews to be proficient, hardworking and generally responsive to 
instructions. Thermal had also employed another contractor, Ex Log Smith, 
during flow test activity to monitor H2S levels, run the abatement system and, if 
required, to direct the use of the Scott respirators. Although Thermal had hired 
Ex Log Smith and EAL to implement specific safety and environmental programs 
on the wellsites, the WRI crew's safety record on our project did not lead us to 
initiate discussions with the drilling contractor on the training of their rig crews. 
The April 12th event clearly indicated our misjudgement of the level of crew 
training. 
Within a week of the accident, Thermal, at the expense of PGV, sent in 
Environmental Safety, Service and Equipment (ESSE International, Inc.), a firm 
which provides H2S handling and safety services for the worldwide petroleum 
industry. In the time interval of April I 9 through 21, ESSE trained all three WRI 
drilling crews at the Kapoho State I wellsite plus other persons (total of 31) in 
H2S safety precautions and in Scott airpack utilization. Before initiating well site 
operations on another Kapoho State wellsite, Thermal will effect, or require the 
drilling contractor to effect, another structured H2S safety training program for 
drilling contractor personnel. Thermal will invite appropriate Hawaii agencies to 
participate in this additional training. 
Copies of the OSHA citations issued to the drilling contractor are attached to this 
report. 
WLD/NAN/ikl 
05/24/83 
i 
'\VATER RESOURCES INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
2828 PAA STREET, SUITE 2085 • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819 
TELEPHONE (808) 839-7727 • TELECOPIER (808) 833-5577 • TELEX 7238672 
'.;-'o:-, 
May 24, 1983 
Mr. Susumu Ono, Chairman 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
P. 0. Box 373 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809 
Reference: Kapoho State Well No. l 
Thermal Power Company 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
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We received a copy of Thermal Power Company's letter of May 12, 1983, which 
was addressed to you, and wish to briefly comment insofar as it pertains to 
Water Resources International. 
--
-
~-
rn 
~'l 
.,._,. 
1. Water Resources International (WRI) was performing the work as contractor 
under the direction of the operator, Thermal Power Company (TPC), with 
specific instructions not to disclose any job information, except through 
the operator. The primary cause of H2S presence in the cellar is therefore 
a matter for discussion with the operator. 
2. Although Scott personal respiratory equipment was located at the site, it 
was locked up and not available for our personnel to use. 
3. Additional measures were initiated at the TPC site, and are also included 
in our Lanipuna Well site where we are presently working, which we feel 
are adequate should the presence of HzS be again encountered. 
4. We also wish to take exception to any implication that WRI bears the 
responsibility for the HzS incident. 
Very truly yours, 
INTERNATIONAL, INC. 
I ~- C. Craddick, President 
I 
I ECC/sm 
cc: Thermal Power Company 
Mr. M. Kinzler - New York 
Mr. 0. J. Otwell - Honolulu 
EXPLORATION AND DEVELOPMENT SPECIALISTS 
I 
' 
. ' 
THERMAL POWER 
COMPANY 
12 May 1983 t_--
Mr. Susumu Ono,Chairman 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Bldg. Rm. 130 
1151 Punchbowl St. 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
J .. 
(_._) 
Re: Geothermal Well: Kapoho State l 
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease 
No. R-2 
Puna District, Hawaii 
On April 12th at the Kapoho State l well site, four of our drilling contractor's 
crewman were affected by an accidental release of gas containing H2S. One 
crewman was affected while working within the geothermal wellhead cellar. The 
other three crewmen were affected while assisting the first out of the cellar. 
Fortunately, the incident did not result in any serious injuries or lasting effects to 
the crewmen. 
Puna Geothermal Venture is vitally concerned about safety for all workers on 
our well sites. Although roughly 170 accident-free days of drill rig operation on 
our Kapoho State wells by Water Resources International, Inc. (WRI) preceded this 
event, some immediate measures have been taken by Thermal Power Company, 
Operator, to further reduce the possibility of accidental H2S exposure. 
1. Previous instructions for WRI crews not to enter the geothermal 
wellhead cellars without task specific instructions have been repeated to 
WRI crews, supervisors and management. We are providing copies of 
Safety Orders for Drilling and Production of the California Division of 
Industrial Safety to WRI for our joint use in making all persons aware of 
safe work practices. 
2. Environmental Safety Service and Equipment International, Inc., of 
Houston, a firm specializing in H2S safety programs, was brought out by 
Thermal Power Company on April 19-21 to provide safety training to 
each member of the three drill rig crews and others, (approximately 31 
people). The Kapoho State 1 operations concluded, without further 
incidents, on April 28th when the contractors drill rig and crews were 
released. 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
~ 1 
. ' 
0 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Page Two 
12 May 1983 
3. Scott personal respiratory equipment was on site during the event. 
Additional new and lighter Emergency Life Support Apparatus, (ELSA) 
face masks will be provided along with individual instructions. These 
will be placed in locations immediate to the geothermal wellhead cellar 
when we again utilize a drill rig. 
A news release is being made by Thermal Power Company now that the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration's report has been released. 
Thermal Power Company will continue to pursue active safety programs both 
directly and through our contractors. We would be happy to include 
representatives from your agency in future safety training programs. If you have 
any questions please call me at (415) 765-0449. 
WLD/ikl 
cc: County Civil Defense Director 
County Planning Department 
Department of Health 
Dept. of Planning &: Econ. Dev. 
Amfac Energy, Inc. 
Dillingham Geothermal, Inc. 
Water Resources International, Inc. 
Sincerely yours 
ra:tRJ~~ 
W. L. D'Olier 
Vice President 
,.. 
··•·STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR & I .• .JUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
DIVIStON OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
677 ALA MOANA. SUITE 910 HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813 
CITATION and NOTIFICATION OF PENALTY 
TO: Water Resources International 
2828 Paa Street, Suite 2085 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
Inc. 
1.1SSUAI .,t,Tf 2..0SHCO OSHL-1 No 
5/6/8] Y0tll6 31..-83 
1REGION 4. AREA 5. PAGE 
09 1501 1 OF 1 
INSPECTION DATE: 4/12/83 
INSPECTION SITE: Geothermal Well 
at Kapoho State Ill 
THE LAW REQUIRES that a copy of 
this Citation be posted immediately in 
a prominent place at or near the loca-
tion of the violation(s) cited below. The 
Citation must remain posted until the 
violations cited below have been cor-
rected, or for 3 working days, which-
ever is longer. 
This citation describes violations olthe Hawaii Occupational Safety and Health Law. Any proposed penalty listed below is based on 1 
these violations. You must correct the violations referred to in this citation by the dates listed below and pay the penalties proposed. 1 
unless within 20 days from your receipt of this Citation and Notification of Proposed Penalty you mail a notice of contest to the I 
administrator at the address shown above. I 
PROPOSED 
PENALTIES 
ARE DUE 
WITHIN 20 
DAYS OF 
RECEIPT 
OF THIS 
NOTIFICATI[ 
UNLESS 
CONTESTED 
(See lnstru 
Sheet) 
Thr~ &...:.on r.. 
Be Detached 
Belore Postrn~ 
8. ITEM NUMBER 
. STANDARD, RULE OR SECTION OF THE LAW VIOLATED: DESCRIPTION 
9 DATE BY WHICH ItO 
VIOLATION MUST I PENAL T 
BE CORRECTED 
la 
Sl2-61-2 (f) 
lb 
Sl2-64-2{a) 
lc 
Sl2-64-6 (e) (3) 
ld 
Sl2-64-6 (e) (.3) (A) 
Employees required to enter confined or enclosed 
spaces were not instructed as to the nature of 
the hazards involved (toxic contaminants), the 
necessary P~ecautions to be taken, and the use 
of protective and emergency equipment required, 
Location: Jobsite. 
Respiratory devices were not used by employees 
exposed to hydrogen sulfide.· 
Location: Jobsite. 
Written procedures covering the safe use of 
respirators in normal operations or in 
emergencies were not prepared and made available 
to personnel. 
Location: Jobsite. 
No planning was done for emergency rescue in 
an area where employees could be overcome by 
toxic atmosphere, i.e. planning should be such 
that one individual would be unaffected by any 
likely incident and have the proper rescue 
equipment to assist the other employees. 
Location: Jobsite. 
WAI..:.i\ RL50Ut!C::S 
ifWIRI'\MI£8 la!l.leged violations have been grouped because they involve 
similar or related hazards that may increase the potential for injury 
resulting from an accident. 
REF: Hawaii Occupational Safety and Health 
5/11/83 $135 
5/11/83 
5/11/83 
5/11/83 
A STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR & JUSTRIAL RELATIONS 
DIVISION OF OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH 
677 ALA MOANA, SUITE 910 HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813 
CITATION and NOTIFICATION OF PENALTY 
rij#J·'·~···'hll·'ll'*!i'i;!i!oi!l!lo, 
GENERAL ' 2 
TO: Water Resources International Inc. 
2828 Paa Street, Suite 2085 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819 
1.lSSU.I OATE 2. OSHCO OSHL·1 No 
5/6/v3 Y<fS16 31-83 
J. REGION 4.AAEA 5. PAGE 
09 1501 1 OF 1 
INSPECTION DATE: 4/12/83 
INSPECTION SITE: Geothermal Well 
at Kapoho State Dl 
THE LAW REQUIRES that a copy of 
this Citation be posted immediately in 
a prominent place at or near the loca-
tion of the violation(s} cited below. The 
Citation must remain posted until the 
violations cited below have been cor-
rected, or for 3 working days, which-
ever is longer. 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I PROPOSED 
PENALTIES 
ARE DUE 
WITHIN 20 
DAYS OF 
RECEIPT 
OF THIS 
NOTIFICATI 
UNLESS 
CON TESTE! 
(See lnstr 
Shee:) 
This citation describes violations of the Hawaii Occupational Safety and Health Law. Any proposed penalty listed below is based on 
these violations. You must correct the violations referred to in this citation by the dates listed below and pay the penalties proposed, 
unless within 20 days from your receipt of this Citation and Notification of Proposed Penalty you mail a notice of contest to the l 
administrator at the address shown above. I 
lh1:. 5:-,_:.on 
Be Oe-n::hed 
BelorE- ;>OS! II 
8. ITEM NUMBER 
STANDARD, RULE OR SECTION OF THE LAW VIOLATED: DESCRIPTION 
1 
l312-72-3(c) (1) 
2 
l312-72-3(c) (2) 
3 
l312-82-2(b)(8) 
4 
Sl2-82-2(b) (9) 
Open-sided floor was not guarded by standard 
railings or equivalent protection. 
Location: Cellar. 
A grit strut grating that was used as a platform, 
was not at least 18 inches wide. 
Location: In cellar. 
The side rails of a ladder did not extend at least 
36 inches above the landing (portable fabricated 
9ft. metal ladder). 
Location: In cellar. 
Portable ladder in use was not tied, blocked or 
otherwise secured to prevent its being displaced 
(fabricated 9ft. metal ladder). 
Location: In cellar. 
REF: Hawaii Occupational Safety and Health Standards. 
, DATE BY WHICH 110 
VIOLATIOtl MUST 1 
BE CORRECTED 
5/11/83 
5/12/83 
5/11/83 
5/11/83 
PENAL 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Total 
Citati• 
1 & 2 : 
April 14, 1983 
Sus, 
Thermal Power Company followed-up with the attached written notice of 
w k activities on the same day after telephoning us on April 7th. 
The nine-point work tasks outlined in the written notice are aimed to: 
1. repair casing at approximately 650-foot depth, and 
2. recover 4" drill pipe at 4570-foot depth. 
No open venting has occurred or planned. To our knowledge, all 
w1 f is proceeding in accordance with DLNR regulations. 
\ Thermal Power Company has kept us informed of their progress and as 
of iVI4/83, work is continuing without any complaints from the community. 
, We are continuing to monitor the current work and reports of the 
rep 'r and recovery work will be forthcoming from the operator of the 
geot erma! well. 
; ,! ·, ( .t:' .f i 
-,_' + - ., 
THERMAL POWER :1! /i flf: 7 A/0: ~ 2 
Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
Board of Land and 
Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Bldg. Room 130 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Attention: Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
COMPANY 
7 April 1983 
(~. 
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~1 
Attached is the proposed remedial program for Kapoho State 1 geothermal 
well which is designed to repair what is believed to be a small leak at 
approximately 650'. In addition to the repair of the leak, we propose to attempt 
one more time to recover the 4" drill pipe fish located at approximately 4600'. If 
there are any questions or other information which I can provide, I will be 
pleased to do so. 
JMD/crn 
attachment 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
THERMAL POWER COMPANY- Operator 
Geothermal Well: Kapoho State 1 
Location: TMK 1-lf-01-02 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii County 
Elevation: 618.77' GL 
Total Depth: 7290' 
25 March 1983 
Casing Depth: below KB 
20" to 71' 
13-3/8" to 900' 
9-5/8" to 11072' 
7" perfed liner 3898-7216' 
7" sleeve 0-1898' 
Status: Shut in with .:t_l250 psig wellhead pressure, not on bleed. 
WELL PROGRAM: Recover Fish and Repair Low Rate Leakage 
1. Move in and rig up rotary drilling equipment. 
2. Remove upper master valve. Install BOE stack, consisting of spool, double 
hydraulic gate (with pipe rams and blind rams), Hydril and Grant rotating 
head. 
3. Hook up rig pumps to side outlets on wellhead and spool with blind rams 
closed, pump water into well at maximum rate and kill well. Run 6" bit on 
3Y," drill pipe if well is not killed. Run to top of 7" liner, pump in water and 
kill well. Utilize a brine solution if required. 
If. Run in with fishing assembly; attempt recovery of If" drill pipe fish below 
11570'. 
5. Run in open ended with 3Y," drill pipe to 1000 feet and lay in 100 lineal foot 
cement plug. WOC 12 hours and pressure test with 1500 psig for 15 minutes. 
6. Rig for squeeze cementing. With 3Y," drill pipe at 6110 feet, pump, mix and 
squeeze 100 cu. ft. volume of 15.5 to 16 ppg cement slurry. WOC 21f hours. 
7. Clean out with 6" bit to 1000 feet. Pressure test cemented exits with 1500 
psig for 15 minutes. If pressure fails, repeat steps 5 and 6. 
8. If pressure holds, drill out cement plug below 1000 feet and clean out to top 
7" liner at 3981 feet. 
9. Install upper master valve and release rig. 
WLD/ikl 
4/14/83 
SUS: 
I have researched this matter and have found the following: 
v-·· r~· ·. ;~. 
\. o No:.~~~nting has occurred on this Kapoho State 1 well. 
---__ ....--
o Work on Kapoho No. 1 is still in progress and the work involves: 
Reduce well head pressure 
Repair casing leak 
Recover 4" drill pipe below 4570-ft. depth 
No complaints have been received from the public 
The work presently being done on Kapoho No. 1 is covered by 
DLNR a~als. /. --..., 
o With regard to possible(Yentin~ in the future which would cause noise 
and disturbance to the community as shown on the attached listing, well 
program No. 5 calls for a pressure test with 1500 psig for 15 minutes. 
We called Jere Denton today and he assured us that a muffler will be 
placed on the pipe to muffle all noises during the 15-minute test. 
/ / f/ 
4/14/83 
SUS: 
I have researched this matter and have found the following: 
o No venting has occurred on this Kapoho State 1 well. 
o Work on Kapoho No. 1 is still in progress and the work involves: 
Reduce well head pressure 
Repair casing leak 
Recover 4" drill pipe below 4570-ft. depth 
~ No complaints have been received from the public 
The work presently being done on Kapoho No. 1 is covered by 
DLNR approvals. 
o With regard to possible venting in the future which would cause noise 
and disturbance to the community as shown on the attached listing, well 
program No. 5 calls for a pressure test with 1500 psig for 15 minutes. 
We called Jere Denton today and he assured us that a muffler will be 
placed on the pipe to muffle all noises during the 15-minute test. 
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2', f•t,\R 1_0 A 7: JIIERMAL POWER 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
COMPANY 
28 February 1983 
Board and Land & Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
Re: Geothermal Well: Kapoho State I 
Geothermal Resource Mining Lease R-2 
Puna District, Hawaii County 
The existing drilling permit for the above referenced well is scheduled to expire 
on March 18, 1983. Thermal Power Company, would like to request a third 180-
day extension to the drilling permit for the Kapoho State I geothermal well. 
This extension will allow further testing of the well to assist in better understand-
ing the geothermal reservoir, in addition to further evaluating the wellbore and 
the geothermal fluids that can be produced. These activities may require a rig on 
site; however, we would provide in advance to you both a written notice and a 
program in that event. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me at (415) 765-0449, should you have questions 
regarding this request. 
WLD/tti 
cc: J. M. Denton 
HA-PU-BR-A03 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
Sunu.~ry lB, uwa 
.. 1s. Hci.>eccu L. Beemer, Uanar;cr 
i::nviroamental/ itegulatory Affuirs 
Thermal Power Company 
001 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 
'l'11ank you for sendirq; a copy vt your results of catclH1Wnt v;uter 
<.Uli!lyses on six Pu11a rcsidenct~s conducted after the uncontrolled flow oi 
J;n;Joho State 1 in October 1~82. 
\ie a;)preciatc your initiating tilis stutly soon after the event ~u:d for 
i'ollm;irq;;-up iu sen<ling· the information to the various uu;encitJS concerned 
v..dth geothcrr:Jul developnu~nt in Hawaii. 
Vm7 truly yours, 
.. -· -·~,-o •.• : '"• ... ·-'!I .. -
' ' ;:, __ ,_.., -~- . - -
THERMAL POWER 
,,,·w. ,:..: ·~a~m& 
L r. :·.D J.:, c.- J.1 '.f-:m 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Chief Water Resources & 
Flood Control Engineer 
COMPANY 
I 0 January 1983 
Division of Water & Land Development 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Building 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Tagomori: 
At Mr. Jere Denton's request, I am transmitting to you the results of catchment 
water analyses for mercury, lead and arsenic conducted on six Puna residences the 
day after the Kapoho State I uncontrolled geothermal effluent flow event on 2-3 
October, 1982. Messrs. Fuke (Hawaii County Planning Department) and Koizumi 
(Department of Health) will also be receiving this information for their evalua-
tion. We thought it would be most beneficial for all regulatory agencies to review 
the same data set. 
The water samples were collected by Dr. D. Thomas (HIG), who is acting as a 
consultant to Thermal Power Company (TPC), Operator for the Puna Geothermal 
Venture (PGV). Six samples were collected from residences previously monitored 
by the HGP-A Development Group (HGP-A). These samples were analyzed by 
Industrial Analytical Labs, Honolulu and the results studied by both Dr. Thomas 
and the TPC technical staff. 
Concentrations of these chemical constituents in the residences sampled and in 
Kapoho State I steam condensate are all below the EPA drinking water standard 
(Table 1). Lead and arsenic values are comparable to previous levels recorded by 
HGP-A. Mercury concentrations are elevated relative to previous measurements 
but a sampling and/or analytical contamination is thought to be responsible. The 
Jack of an observable mercury concentration gradient decreasing away from 
Kapoho State I (see Figure I) and the fact that analysis of a laboratory blank 
prepared during the same collection operation exhibited a mercury concentration 
of I ppb indicate that the sampling and/or analysis were subject to contamination 
errors. 
I These data should be treated as confidential. 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981·5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
10 January 1983 
Page Two 
It is concluded that on the basis of these data, no impact on the local drinking 
water occurred from the Kapoho State I flow event. I trust that this information 
will be useful in your assessment. 
JLI/RLB/tti 
Enclosures 
Very truly yours, 
( ,r,--
'\ I I c 
Rebecca L. Beemer 
Manager 
Environmental/Regulatory Affairs 
Table I. Water catchment sample results in parts per billion (ppb). The less than ( Z) indicates concentrations 
were below the detection limit of the analytical method used. 
Residence 
Chemical 
EPA1 KS-12 Species Kubera Zubaty Pommerenk Zoeteway Woods Gilman 
Mercury 3 < I ~ I <I .:. I 1.5 L I 2 ~ I 
Lead < 50 "50 <50 .:.. 50 <50 L 50 50 < 30 
Arsenic 0.5 < o. 5 L0.5 .::o.5 < 0.5 L 0.5 50 '5 
1. EPA drinking water standard. 
2. Kapoho State I steam condensate. 
3. Mercury levels are considered high, see text • 
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Scale: 1:100,000 
Figure 1. Location map for 
residence catch-
ment system sampl-
ing. 
THERMAL POWER 
Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 
Freeman Guards, Inc. 
1333 River Street, Room 8 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 
Gentlemen: 
COMPANY 
14 May 1982 
' J 
This letter is to request that you authorize your guard at our operation in 
Puna to admit Mr. Manabu Tagomori and any one else in his group to the site 
on Thursday, May 20th, 1982. Mr. Tagomori is Chief Water Resources&. Flood 
Control Engineer for the State Department of Land and Natural Resources and 
has been invited by Mr. Jere Denton of Thermal Power Company to visit our 
project. 
We made a verbal request for Mr. Tagomori's admittance to your Major 
Bill Atiz in Hilo today, and this Jetter is just to confirm the permission to 
admit someone not on our "Persons Authorized to Enter" list provided to you 
on 29 April, 1982. 
/mae 
cc: Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 227 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Major Bill A tiz 
Post Office Box 1131 
Hilo, Hawaii 96720 
Sincerely, 
-8 ~. u ,;o~ [tJAld ~~~ith Ewald 
Secretary to Mr. Denton 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
--
Test of well 
'' 
• • was noisier . ' 
.than expected 
' . ; ~ 
HILO, HAWAII, TUESDAY, APRIL 27, 1982 
Testing· at the Klipoho State Two. ex-
ploratory well ended Friday, and testing 
of the Kapoho State Qle· exploratory well 
is' expected to Qeg!n next week. 
Thermal Power Co. announced the 
testing last week, noting that a muffler 
system to reduce noise and equipment to 
abate hydrogen sUlfide were to be used. 
But Beeky Beamer, manager of 
Thermal Power's environmental and 
regulatory affairs," said 'that because of 
rock particles in l~e well bore, the muffler , 
· system could not be used during the in-. 
formation gathering tests. · 
· "We .had to vent direcUy Into the at- · 
mosphere without going through the 
muffler system," she Said. : 
Because of rock parilcles and bends in 
ihe well piping, the venting caused a 
"sand blasting .. effect," Beamer said. · 
Beamer has been meeting with Leilani · · 
Estates residents living near the well to 
explain the tests and related problems. 
She admitted the. tests were noisy, but 
added, "We tried to vent for only three 
hours at a time." , , 
A Leilani Estates resident complained 
· to the Tribune-Herald. ab?ut the noise, 
. saying "lt sounds Uke an airport In Pwl8.·~ 
A local telephone number (1161·2184) has· 
been set up to answer Inquiries and lake 
complaints ~bout the testing~ 
ro hutial 
_ --· Manalm Tagomori 
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THERMAL POWER 
Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii ProJect 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
Board of Land & Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building 
ll51 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
COMPANY 
11 March 1982 
DRAFT 
In accordance with Title 13, Chapter 183-65 (7) (c), I am requesting a 180 
day extension of our geothermal drilling permit for the well designated Kapoho 
State Ill, on DLNR Geothermal Resources Mining Lease f/R-2. 
Before citing the reasons for the permit extension request, I would like to 
briefly review the work that has been done since the original permit was granted 
on March 19, 1981. 
Development of and Compliance with County Noise Guidelines 
A request to modify the County Special Use Permit to allow drilling seven 
days per week was not granted on April 1 as expected, but was delayed until 
May 7. Between April! and May 7, County noise guidelines for geothermal 
operations were developed and the Special Use Permit as amended on may 
7 was made subject to cancellation if the noise guidelines were violated. 
In order to comply with the county noise guidelines, the drilling rig had to 
be analyzed by noise experts to recommend mitigation measures and then 
negotiation had to be conducted with the rig owner to allow noise barriers, 
enclosures, and mufflers to be installed on the rig. After these 
negotiations were concluded, the noise mitigation equipment had to be 
manufactured and installed on the rig. This was completed in late August. 
Drilling 
Drilling began on September 1. Upon completion of drilling operations and 
a preliminary well test with the rig on location on November 10, the rig was 
moved aside and a cyclone separator/muffler was designed and constructed 
to allow more complete well testing. A test was run on December 16 which 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Page Two 
II March 1982 
DRAFT 
was terminated after 110 minutes due to a) pressures which were higher 
than those encountered in the November 10 test and b) a noise level 
perceived to be too great for continued testing at that time. 
Preparation for Future Testing 
Based on the brief and encouraging test of Kapoho State Ill, a decision was 
made to drill Kapoho State /12. Discussion with a reservoir engineering 
consultant indicated the maximum amount of reservoir information could 
be obtained if tests could be performed using both wells. Therefore, 
further testing of Kapoho State Ill is now scheduled to occur after the 
completion and rig test of Kapoho State /12 near the end of March. It is 
believed that testing using both wells will be more efficient and minimize 
potential disturbances of area residents. The Kapoho State Ill cyclone 
separator/muffler has been redesigned since the December 16 test and 
actual modifications were completed last week. 
Reasons for Permit Extension Request 
I. Delays encountered in commencing drilling were related to 
compliance with local rules which is required under item 2 of the 
original drilling permit. 
2. Testing of Kapoho State Ill in conjunction with Kapoho State /12 will 
provide better data and hence better understanding of the Kapoho 
geothermal reservoir than would be possible by testing Kapoho State 
Ill before Kapoho State 112 is completed. 
3. Testing of the two wells in the same time period may result in less 
overall disturbance to nearby residents which would be in accord with 
the intent of Title 13 Chapter 183-59 (c). 
In view of our operations thus far under this permit and for the foregoing 
reasons, I respectfully request a 180 day extension of the drilling permit for 
Kapoho State Ill. 
Your early consideration of this request for permit extension will be 
appreciated. Please contact me if you or your staff have any questions or need 
additional information relating to this request. 
Sincerely yours, 
JMD/crn 
"""· •. 
THERMAL POWER 
Jere Denton 
Vice President 
Hawaii Project 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
Board of Land & Natural Resources 
Attention: Mr. Bob Chuck 
COMPANY 
11 March 1982 
Division of Water & Land Development 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building 
ll51 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
' ,., 
; 1 c.t 
'·' 
In accordance with Title 13, Chapter 183-65 (7) (c), I am requesting a 180 
day extension of our geothermal drilling permit for the well designated Kapoho 
State //1, on DLNR Geothermal Resources Mining Lease //R-2. 
Before citing the reasons for the permit extension request, I would like to 
briefly review the work that has been done since the original permit was granted 
on March 19, 1981. 
Development of and Compliance with County Noise Guidelines 
A request to modify the County Special Use Permit to allow drilling seven 
days per week was not granted on April 1 as expected, but was delayed until 
May 7. Between April 1 and May 7, County noise guidelines for geothermal 
operations were developed and the Special Use Permit as amended on may 
7 was made subject to cancellation if the noise guidelines were violated. 
In order to comply with the county noise guidelines, the drilling rig had to 
be analyzed by noise experts to recommend mitigation measures and then 
negotiation had to be conducted with the rig owner to allow noise barriers, 
enclosures, and mufflers to be installed on the rig. After these 
negotiations were concluded, the noise mitigation equipment had to be 
manufactured and installed on the rig. This was completed in late August. 
Drilling 
Drilling began on September I. Upon completion of drilling operations and 
a preliminary well test with the rig on location on November 10, the rig was 
moved aside and a cyclone separator/muffler was designed and constructed 
to allow more complete well testing. A test was run on December 16 which 
1600 Kapiolani Boulevard, Suite 808, Honolulu, Hawaii 96814 808·944-5545 
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DO~~~DJA~ESMURRAY 
P. 0. Box 863 
Residence: 935-9189 Hllo Hotel Office Annex 
Hlto, Hawaii 96720 
Telephone: (BOB) 935-9725 July 10, 1961 
Richard J. Miller, Landman 
Thermal Power Company 
601 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 
Re: "Kapoho State 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 
Tax Map Key: 1-4-01:2 
Dear Sir: 
RECEIVED 
JUL 1 S 1981 
Submitted herewith please find the following: 
1. Four (4) maps denoting Easements covering the "Kapoho State 1" 
Well Site (75,000 Square Feet or 1.7218 Acres) and"Road & Utility 
Easement" 30-Feet Wide (47,896 Square Feet or 1.0993 Acres). 
2. Originals of legal descriptions covering"Kapoho State 1" Well 
Site and the Road & Utility Easement. 
Please be informed that the "Kapoho State 1" Well Site has 
been surveyed and staked on the ground. 
Also, we are presently preparing a Topographic and Contour Plan 
of the "Kapoho State 1" Well Site and will submit same shortly. This 
plan may need Stamping by a Registered Civil Engineer and approval by 
appropriate County Departments. 
Please review enclosures and advise. 
encls. 
cc. Jere Denton, Vice President 
Hawaii Operations 
DJM:hm 
Very truly yours, 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
' - -( 
Donald James Murray 
EXHIBIT "A" 
,,, ---
ROAD AND UTILITY EASEM[NT 
to 
"KAPOHO STATE 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 
L.C. Au. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapohc, Puna, Hawaii 
Beginning at a point at the northwest corner of this parcel of 
land and on the easterly side of the Pohoiki Road, the coordinates of 
said point of beginning referred to Government Survey Triangulation 
Station "Kaliu" being 8,223.20 feet North and 8,563.44 feet East and 
running by azimuths measured clockwise from true South: 
1. 284° 01' 146.45 feet; 
2. 24go 13' 85.26 feet; 
3. 243° 34' 101.26 feet; 
4. 242° 05' 163.01 feet; 
5. 247° 24' 440.08 feet; 
6. 242° 42' 248.58 feet; 
7. 237° 18' 77.82 feet; 
B. 228° 12' 117.13 feet; 
g. 332° 58' 20" 31.02 feet along "Kapoho State 1" Easement 
to a pipe; 
10. 48° 12' 111.60 feet; 
11. 57° 18' 81.63 feet; 
12. 62° 42 1 251.22 feet; 
13. 67° 24' 439.g2 feet; 
14. 62° OS' 162.01 feet; 
15. 63° 34' 103.12 feet; 
16. 6go 13' 86.74 feet; 
17. 57° 22' 20" 157.28 feet to a point at the easterly side 
of the Pohoiki Road; thence along 
the easterly side of Pohoiki Road 
along a curve to the left having a 
radius of 182.00 feet, the chord azi-
muth and distance being: 
18. 172° 12' 58" 149.70 feet to the point of beginning and 
containing an area of 47,896 Square 
Feet or 1. 0995 Acres. 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
8 Y_.,Q-r.~.;....,"',..' ~.;..£....;#,.. ---I(,...A.:.."-:::·,~-'-· .::..· _. _-r_"_· "-·-· ~__,t-r _ 
Donald James Murr~v 1 
EASEMENT 
"KAPOHO STATE 1" 
Geothermal Well Site 
Within L.P. 8177 and R.P. 4497 
L.C. Aw. 8559 Apana 5 to C. Kanaina 
Kapoho, Puna, Hawaii 
Beginning at a point at a pipe at the west corner of this par-
cel of land, the coordinates of said point of beginning referred to 
Government Survey Triangulation Station "Kaliu" being 8,982.83 feet 
North and 9,677.70 feet East and running by azimuths measured clock-
wise from true South: 
1. 242° 58' 
2. 332° 58' 
3. 62° 58' 
4. 152° 58' 
Hilo, Hawaii 
July 9, 1981 
20" 
20" 
20" 
20" 
250.00 feet to a pipe; 
300.00 feet to a pipe; 
250.00 feet to a pipe; 
300.00 feet to the point of beginning 
and containing an area of 
75,000 Square Feet or 1. 7218 
Acres. 
MURRAY, SMITH & ASSOCIATES, LTD. 
~;-;__.-'---<£.,( :\,J~ ~ ;r-,...71<¥Z-L.:;._ 
By (__£_ t 
Donald James Murray 
Registered Surveyor 
!•!(f'WFI~ i\1\:,\LYl :C,\L LA! 
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JOB NO_ -1"0""7?.' 3'flh)l-f' 85'11---
DATE 
·11 PAGE ___ OF 
l.f'.!30RATORY ANtilYSIS REPORT 
Division of Water and Land DeveloprrEnt Mr D · 
TO: Depart_tJEnt of Land & Natural Resources ATTN.: - · anlel Lum 
ADDRESS: _E.__O f>ny 373. Honolulu. HI -·--"9"'6"'8"'0""9 ____ PHONE: -----------------
SAMPLES OF: __ w~a~t~e~r~---------------------------------------------
SAMPLED BY: -~Cc:l'"'i"'e~n_.,_t __________ SAMPLING DATE:__::9'.1/:.::l:.::lL/.::8:!cl _____ !I ME: 
RECEIPT DATE: 10/0l/81 1355 TIME:_ 
I-DATE S~MP~E ANALYZED -l0/02-28 10(02-28 
, TIME SAMPLE ANALYZED 
~~MPLE TYPE Gr~h Grab 
:t·· lti" )'1-; ~t -:.: .::,.:~·~7 -"-':~~ 
. ' 
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION II :_ >. . _· 
Kapoho Koloa i UNITS State Well Well ''D'' 
Total Alkalinity mgJL 127 125 
Chlorides 1150 85.0 
Calcium 53.2 4.05 I 
~luoride 0.56 0.21 
Manganese 0.63 0.41 
Potassium 46.1 l. 78 
1Silica as SiO~ 80 60 -
' Sodium 614 57.2 
Sulfate 169 22.7 r 
--Iron 15.0 10.9 r..,; 
-
·r.-' Nitrate-Nitrite N 0. 30 0.93 ;:: !, 
Magnesium 30.2 23.0 
Total Hardness as CaCO \ 213 96.0 
f--
"'' 
;):·-~ M ,o .. h ,_ •• ', \ ·?I //' '·( . ·r---·, . ' ,I , _ _ ,.) --.: .- ~ 
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-
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THEIIMAL POWER 
COMPANY 
Mr. Susumu Ono 
Chairman 
'-·'I' 
',. ' I'--,_.,, 
~· ·-' ' ·~ - j 
l. \'N;:,JJ 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809 
Dear Mr. Ono: 
'~: .~,{ & 
28 August 1981 .. ~.a 
Re: Geothermal Well Drilling Permit 
Kapoho State No. I 
We wish to advise you that Thermal Power Company, as operator for the Thermal-
Dillingham-Amfac Joint Venture will commence drilling operations on Kapoho 
State No. I about August 31, 1981. 
We will advise DLNR on a timely basis for DLNR observation of ground water 
sampling and static water level measurement. Our enclosed Procedures, updated 
8/14/81, reflects that requirement and minor improvements in cement prepara-
tion. 
Mr. Royce "Buddy" Bowden is our Drilling Supervisor on the Kapoho-State No. I 
drillsi te. 
WLD/Ld!../ikl 
Enclosure 
cc: J. M. Denton 
Vet tr f)1,ours, 
/1,.'' ·. 11;(}/:' {/[~ / f!.!'«1 w/~~ 'Olier 
Vice resident 
Geothermal Operations 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
THERMAL POWER COMPANY- Operator 
EXHIBIT "B" 
DRILLING AND COMPLETION PROCEDURES 
(In Detail) 
KAPOHO STATE Ill 
08/14/81 
G.L. 618' 
K.B. 635' 
!. Prepare road and location including an 8' x 9' x 12' cemented cellar and water 
storage facility. 
2. Move in and rig up rotary tools. Drill and set rathole. 
(a) Notify Board of Land and Natural Resources (BLNR) 24 hours prior to 
commencement of drilling. 
(b) Read and comply with requirements as set forth in Rules 7-13 of Regulations 
on Leasing of Geothermal Resources and Drilling For Geothermal Resources in 
Hawaii. 
3. Spud hole with 12!\" bit and drill to 50' using mud or aereated mud as a circulating 
medium. Survey hole as directed. Catch 10-foot samples. 
4. Open 12!\" hole to 17l>" hole. Change hole openers and open hole to 26". Control 
lost circulation with LCM; if severe, cement as required to assure competent 
cement job. 
5. Run and cement with 100% excess 20" O.D. 9411, H-40 Buttress casing at 50' with 
Class "G" cement premixed with 3% calcium chloride. 
(a) Check temperatures to ascertain proper amount of cement additives. 
(b) Do not use float equipment on 20"- underdisplace by 20 lineal feet. 
6. W .O.C. 2 hours. Land 20" conductor casing. 
(a) Center casing with welded gusset type braces. 
(b) Fill annulus with dry cement slurry or gravel if cement has dropped in annulus. 
(c) Install fill and diverter line. 
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7. Drill 17)>" hole to 800' using mud or aereated mud system as a circulating medium. 
Survey hole every 200' or every nearest bit change. Run multi-shot directional 
survey if necessary. 
(a) Using basic gel-water-caustic mud system. 
(b) Record all lost circulation zones. 
(c) Install mud logging service at shoe of 20" conductor casing previous to drilling 
out. Record continuous mud in and out temperatures, H2S, CH4, C02, lithology, and drilling rate. Have pit level indicator and intercom to drillers 
station. Catch four sets of 50 gpm dry sample every 20'. Make daily copies of 
the mud log, keeping one (I) copy up to date and spliced in trailer. Send five 
copies to: 
THERMAL POWER COMPANY 
601 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 
Attention: Lou de Leon 
(d) Run temperature log from 800' to 50' unless BLNR deems such logging to be 
impractical or impossible. 
(e) At ~ 665' (30' below sea level) take a one gallon sample of water from the 
bottom of the well and determine the elevation of the water level in the 
well bore. 
8. Run and cement 13-3/8" 54.511, K-55 Buttress casing at 800'. Cement as directed 
with Class "G" cement premixed with 1-1 perlite, 40% silica flour, 3% gel, and 
1/2% CFR-2 calculating 100% excess. Include tail slurry of 200 sks Class G 
cement with 40% silica flour, 3% gel, 1/2% CFR-2. 
Note: DO NOT permit any free water and/or mud to remain in the 20" x 13-3/8" 
annulus:- --
(a) Run a float shoe on bottom of joint Ill. 
(b) Run 1" parasite string to 500' while running casing if lost circulation is severe 
or other such conditions warrant its use. 
(c) Centralize joints 111, 112, the last two and every fifth joint. 
Space turbolizing centralizers or cement baskets as directed. 
(d) Run pre-flush consisting of 20 bbls of Flo-Check. Run 5-wiper cement plug 
ahead of cement slurry. Run 100% excess slurry. Maintain pump rate to 
attain as near turbulent flow as hole conditions will permit. 
(e) Do not overdisplace top plug. Do not exceed 1200 psi while displacing slurry. 
Let job dictate exact displacement of cement. 
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(f) If float leaks do not pump and bleed. Close valve on cement head and wait for 
initial set. 
(g) Wait 8 hours minimum before proceeding to step 9. 
9. Land 13-3/8" surface casing. Weld on 12" - 400 x 13-3/8" S.O.W. casing head. 
Install and test B.O.E. as directed. Enter test results on tower report. 
(a) Test of casing weld not to exceed the casing collapse rating (see attached 
sheet). 
(b) B.O.E. to consist of 12" Series 400 gate valve, a 12" mud cross with two side 
outlets for a kill line and a choke manifold, a hydraulically-operated double 
ram blowout preventer with one set each of pipe and blind rams, a 12" 
expansion-type annular pre venter, and a mud fill up line. A rotating head may 
be added as directed. See attached diagram for B.O.E. details. 
(c) Notify the Chairman of the Hawaii Board of Land and Natural Resources 
(BLNR) well enought in advance of B.O.P. test so that he or his designated 
representative can travel to the site and witness the test. 
(d) Test each pre venter, the stack, casing, kelly cock, master valve, check valves 
in kill line, and blowdown line valve to 1000 psig. 
(e) Monitor fall back in annulus. Do not allow water to enter annulus from top. 
Maintain cement top at surface. 
(f) If required, cement annulus through 1" pipe to top of existing cement with an 
accelerated slurry. Check with office prior to performing. 
10. Drill and survey 12Y." hole to 4000' using mud, water, aereated water, or air as a 
circulating medium as hole conditions dictate. 
(a) Prior to drilling out cement, make sure kelly cock is installed between kelly 
and swivel. 
(b) Survey hole as hole conditions dictate (but at least at 500' intervals using 
multi-shot directional survey at end of drilling). Run maximum reading 
thermometers with each survey. 
(c) Continue mud logging as specified in 6(c). 
(d) Record and test (if directed by wellsite geologist) zones of lost circulation. 
(See 23.) 
(e) Run Dual Induction, Caliper, and Temperature logs, and other logs as directed 
by wellsite geologist. 
. . 
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11. Run and cement as directed 9-5/8" 4011, K-55, and N-80 casing, Buttress liner from 
600' to 4000' with 4096 excess of calculated Class "G" cement premixed with 1-1 
perlite, 4096 silica flour, 396 gel, friction reducer, and retarder, followed by tail-in 
slurry of same w/o perlite (heavy cement). 
(a) Run float shoe on bottom of joint If! and float collar between joints If! and 112. 
Liner hanger to have tie back capability and adequate fluid passages. Jewelry 
may differ depending upon hole conditions. 
(b) Centralize joints If!, 112, 113, every tenth joint and last three joints. Space 
turbolizing centralizers or cement baskets as directed. 
(c) Allow minimum 200' liner lap and hang 5' above hole bottom. 
(d) Circulate at least two hole volumes and reciprocate casing to cool hole and 
establish adequate circulation prior to pumping flush. Let hole and mud 
conditions dictate length of this circulation. 
(e) Pre-Flush with 20 bbls Sepiolite flush followed by 5 barrels water. 30 bbls 
Flow CHECK, 5 bbls water, then cement. 
(f) Hang liner just prior to pumping cement slurry. 
(g) Conditions may dictate releasing from hanger prior to cementing. 
(h) Do not overdisplace wiper plug. 
(i) If floats leak DO NOT pump and bleed. 
(j) woe minimum 16 hours. 
(k) Drill out to top of liner with 1211." bit. 
(1) Test lap with surface pressure plus fluid hydrostatic to equal a 0.8 lb./ft. 
gradient at liner top. Wait a minimum of 24 hours prior to testing. Enter test 
results on tower reports. 
(m) Test B.O.E. prior to drilling out shoe. Enter test results on tour reports. 
Notify the BLNR before B.O.E. test (see 9(c) ). 
12. Drill and survey 8!-2" hole to 8000'+ using mud, water, aereated water, or air as a 
circulating medium as hole conditions dictate. 
(a) Test well as determined by wellsite geologist (see 23). 
(b) Run electric logs as determined by wellsite geologist. 
(c) Continue mud logging as outlined in 6(c). 
(d) Survey after each bit change or 500', as conditions permit. 
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13. Given the well is sufficiently productive, kill the well with water using open-end 
drill pipe hung inside the shoe of 9-5/8" casing. 
14. Set a drillable bridge plug in the liner. 
(a) Set EZSV 25' below sroe of 13-3/8" casing. 
(b) Fill 9-5/8" with fluid from EZSV to surface. 
15. Test plug and liner lap to 0.8511/ft. with water. Squeeze cement if required. 
(0.8511/ft. includes hydrostatic head.) 
16. Squeeze with 13-3/8" RTTS tool set 100'+ above liner top if required and as 
indicated by breakdown rate. 
17. Run 9-5/8" 3611, K-55 Buttress casing from top of 9-5/8" liner hanger to the 
surface. Before cementing casing, pick up the BOP stack and install 9-5/8" x 13-
3/8" pack-off guide for the environmental expansion spool. Cement as directed 
with 20% excess. 
(a) Run insert (disc type) flapper float, 40' above "stab-in" mandrel. 
(b) Centralize casing with slim hole centralizers or lugs on every third joint and 
top four joints. 
(c) Monitor fall back in annulus. Do not allow water to enter annulus from top. 
Maintain cement top at surface. 
18. Install a 13-3/8" x 9-5/8" environmental expansion spool. 
(a) Test of casing head weld not to exceed the casing collapse rating. 
(b) Install l 0" valve. 
(c) Test B.O.E., as directed previously. 
19. Drill out cement and bridge plug. Clean out to bottom. 
(a) Log bridges and fill. 
(b) Lay down drill pipe and tools following clean out. 
(c) Check and tighten all wellhead flanges, including the 3" valves. 
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20. Rig down and move out rotary tools. Note: Release time (hours) on Rig Well Log 
and Daily Report Form. 
21. In addition to B.O.P. specifications listed in the previously, the following proce-
dures will be observed: 
(a) Packing elements and ram rubbers will be of high temperature resistant 
materials. 
(b) The hydraulic actuators for opening and closing the ram type and expansion-
type blowout preventers will be located at the drillers station and at a point on 
ground level 50' or more from the wellbore. 
(c) The blowdown line connecting the wellhead and the mud pits will be equipped 
with steel or ceramic chokes and valves. The line will be anchored at all bends 
and at the end. 
(d) A blowout prevention drill will be conducted weekly for each drilling crew. 
During this drill, the expansion-type blowout preventer and pipe rams will be 
operated, using both control station actuators. All crew personnel will 
participate in these drills. The results of these drills will be entered in the 
drillers log book. Flange bolts will be inspected for tightness as a part of this 
drill. 
(e) Blind rams in blowout preventers will be checked for operation on each trip. 
(f) The expansion-type blowout preventer and pipe ram elements of ram-type 
blowout preventers will be checked for operation each round trip or at least 
once daily. 
22. Have lost circulation and weighting material on location. 
23. As mentioned in II above, the wellsite geologist shall determine when the well 
should be tested. The drilling supervisor shall determine if such testing is 
consistent with safety and well control. Should that decision be positive, the well 
will be tested through the drilling stack (allowing for thermal expansion of same) or 
through drill stem test equipment, through the choke manifold and to the sump 
when 3 or more of the following conditions prevails: 
(a) MRT greater than 250°F. 
(b) Drill cuttings reflecting the presence and abundance of alteration minerals 
such as zeolites, hematite, chlorides or serpentinized formation. 
(c) Major lost circulation zones. 
(d) Major brecciated zones. 
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(e) Drilling rate recorder (either on rig floor or as noted by mud loggers) indicates 
a significant or sudden increase in penetration rate. 
(f) Well kicks gas. 
Record wellhead pressure and temperature and lip pressure of 4" pipe running 
from choke manifold to sump every 30 seconds for the first I 0 minutes of flow 
or until flow has stablized. Record every minute for additional 15 minutes or 
until test must be terminated for saftey reasons. 
24. Take all measurements from top K.B. 
25. Keep LCM, Lignite, and gel on location. 
26. The exact testing of the well after completion will be determined by the suitability 
of the produced water for disposal. It is expected that produced fluids will be of a 
composition such that they may be flowed to the sump. Accordingly, a short 24 
hour - 48 hour flow test of the well for mass flow rate, productivity index, 
temperature, and detailed fluid composition will be attempted. The well will be 
equipped with an additional 10" production valve and appropriate surface produc-
tion facilities in this case. 
JMR/tti/ikl-8/14/81 
THERMAL POWER 
COMPANY 
Mr. James Detar 
State of Hawaii 
' 
'" 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
31 March 1981 
I ( 
Re: Geothermal Drilling Bond 
Dear Mr. Detar: 
Pursuant to Rule 9.4(a) of Regulation 8, we attach blanket drilling bond in the 
principal sum of $250,000, being Bond No. 567 7792, issued by National Fire Insurance 
Company of Hartford, as Surety, and Thermal Power Company, as Principal. 
JLC/ikl 
Attachment 
cc: Ralph Patterson 
Jere Denton 
Very truly yours, 
"l 
v,:t c?~~~~·~ 
// J. L. Connelly ti:j 
v · Land Manager I 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981-5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
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!}I F!BI9 AloTHERMALPOWER 
COMPANY 
Chairman 
Board of Land and Natural Resources 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Chairman: 
18 February 1981 
Re: Proposed Drilling 
.. .) 
.1\ i ~: ur !.nWAii 
State Geothermal Mining Lease 
Puna District, Hawaii County 
The Thermal-Dillingham joint venture submits herewith an application for Permit to 
Drill on the State lease approved on 19 December 1980 for issue to Kapoho Land 
Partnership. This single application is for the proposed well, Kapoho State 1. This 
well will be the first drilled of the two wells described in our Plan of Operations 
submitted to you on 23 January 1981. An application for the Permit to Drill the 
second well will be submitted at a later date. 
Your early consideration and approval of the Permit to Drill for the proposed Kapoho 
State 1 will be appreciated. The undersigned should be the contact for any questions 
or further requests that your office may have on this ap ·cation. 
WLD/ikl 
Enclosure: Application for 
Permit to Drill 
Jt !M. 
w •• ·olief!~ 
Vice President 
Geothermal Operations 
601 California Street San Francisco California 94108 415·981·5700 Telex: 34387 NATOMAS SFO 
THERMAL POWER COMPAr 
DILLINGHAM CORPORATION 
APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO DRILL PROPOSED GEOTHERMAL WELL 
KAPOHO STATE 1 ON RESERVED LANDS, KAPOHO, PUNA, HAWAII 
Complying with Regulation 8, Rule 9.1, Thermal Power Company as Operator for the Thermal-
Dillingham Joint Venture, herewith makes application for Permit to Drill for approval by the 
Chairman, Hawaii Board of Land and Natural Resources. 
a. Applicant: 
Thermal Power Company 
601 California Street 
San Francisco, California 94108 
Owner of Mining Rights: 
Kapoho Land Partnership 
Land Owner: 
Kapoho Land and Development Company, Limited 
b. Proposed well designation: Kapoho State I 
By~~~~~~~~~~ 
'Oiier 
ce President 
Geothermal Operations 
c. The enclosed tax key map, Exhibit A, designates the approximate location of the drillsite for 
Kapoho State 1 located on a State Geothermal Mining Lease now issuing to Kapoho Land 
Partnership. The wellhead location will be surveyed by a registered surveyor upon completion of 
the geothermal well and removal of the drill rig. 
d. The purpose of this exploratory drilling is to better determine the commercial possibilities for 
the geothermal reservoir which exists in the Kapoho region of the Puna District, Hawaii. The 
drilling of Kapoho State 1 will require approximately 70 drilling days to reach the proposed depth 
of 8000 feet. The expected production interval may be encountered below 4000 feet. Upon 
completion of this well, a long flow test (maximum 3 months) will be performed. The proposed 
drilling and flow test will be done in close cooperation with the Hawaii Geothermal Project 
adjoining this acreage to better determine the economic significance of this reservoir. 
e. The Drilling and Completion Procedures, Drillsite Plan, and Vertical Section for Kapoho State 1 
are contained in Exhibits B, C and D respectively. 
f. A multi-well drilling bond ($250,000) will be filed with the State of Hawaii within 10 calendar 
days after notification that this application has been approved. 
g. Thermal Power Company, as operator for the Thermal-Dillingham Joint Venture, agrees to 
perform such exploratory drilling as outlined in this application and agrees to maintain the well 
in accordance with Regulation 8, State of Hawaii and all Federal and County geothermal 
regulations. · 
Attachments: $100 filing fee 
Exhibits A, B, C, D 
Submitted: 18 February 1981 
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